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MKS1 : : : Sn

hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
hT (\A")  :T (\:A"); i + 1i
D
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i i I
hT (\A")  :T (\:A"); i + 1i i+1
hA; i + 2i
h:
T
(\
:A"); i + 1i Bi R
hA  T (\:T (\:A")"); i + 2i
+1
hT (\:T (\:A")"); i + 2i up:i

Ii+2
hA  T (\:T (\:A")"); i + 2i
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
hT (\A")  A; i + 1i
hA; i + 1i Ti I
hT (\A")  A; i + 1i i+1
hT (\A"); i + 2i S 4
i+1
h
T
(\
A
")
;
i
+
1
i
R
hT (\A")  T (\T (\A")"); i + 2i
hT (\T (\A")"); i + 2i up:i+1
hT (\A")  T (\T (\A")"); i + 2i Ii+2
h:T (\A"); i + 2i S 4
h:T (\A"); i + 1i iR+1
h:T (\A")  T (\:T (\A")"); i + 2i
hT (\:T (\A")"); i + 2i up:i+1I
h:T (\A")  T (\:T (\A")"); i + 2i i+2
hT (\T (\A")  A"); i + 1i R
dn:i hT (\A"); ii
hT (\A")  A; ii
Ei
hA; ii
hT (\T (\A")  A")  T (\A"); i + 1i
hT (\A"); i + 1i Gi
hT (\T (\A")  A")  T (\A"); i + 1i Ii+1

Q.E.D.

Corollary 7.2 If KS1 : : :Sn is a modal system respecting (47) (i.e. it is one among K,
KD, KT, K4, KDB, KD4, KTB, KT4, KT5 and KG) then, `KS1 : : :Sn A if and only if
there exists an index i such that `MKS1 : : : Sn hA; ii.
Corollary 7.3 For any normal modal logic KS1 : : :Sn , `KS1 : : :Sn A if and only if `MBKS1 : : : Sn
hA; 0i

8 Conclusion
The work presented in this paper is part of a much larger project whose goal is to
provide logical and philosophical foundations to the implementational work done in
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DiB and TiB have the same restriction as Rup:i . GiB is applicable only if hA; i + 1i does
not depend on any assumption with index i + 1 which di ers from hB (\A"); i + 1i.
De nition 7.7 Let S1; : : : ; Sn be any bridge rules chosen among fD; B; T ; 4 ; 5 ; Gg.
Then the ML system MKS1 : : : Sn is obtained by adding, for each i 2 !, S1i : : : Sni to the
deduction machinery of MK. Furthermore, the ML system MBKS1 : : : Sn is obtained by
adding, for each i 2 !, S1Bi : : : SniB to the deduction machinery of MBK.
Theorem 7.9 If A be an Li-w , then `MKS1 : : :Sn hA; ii if and only if `MKS1 : : : Sn hA; ii.
If A is an L(B )-w , then `MBKS1 : : :Sn hA; ii if and only if `MBKS1 : : : Sn hA; ii.
Proof The rst table below shows how each bridge rule Si is a derived inference
rules of MKS1 : : :Sn . The second shows how the each axiom schema Si is a theorem of
MKS1 : : : Sn . Similar tables can be built for MBK.
MKS1 : : : Sn

hA; ii
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i Di
hA; i + 1i
h:T (\:A"); ii Bi
hA; ii T
hA; i + 1i i
hT (\A"); i + 1i S 4
i
hT (\A"); ii
h:T (\A"); i + 1i S 5
i
h:T (\A"); ii
hT (\A. "); ii

..
.
hA; ii
hT (\A"); i + 1i Gi

MKS1 : : :Sn

hA; ii
hT (\A"); i + 1i Rup:i hT (\A")  :T (\:A"); i + 1i E
i+1
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i
hA; i + 2i hA  T (\:T (\:A")"); i + 2i E
i+2
hT (\:T (\:A")"); i + 1i R
dn:i
+1
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i
hA; ii
R
hT (\A"); i + 1i up:i hT (\A")  A; i + 1i E
i+1
hA; i + 1i
hT (\A"); i + 1i hT (\A")  T (\T (\A")"); i + 1i E
i+1
hT (\T (\A")"); i + 1i
R
dn:i
hT (\A"); ii
h:T (\A"); i + 1i h:T (\A")  T (\:T (\A")"); i + 1i E
i+1
hT (\:T (\A")"); i + 1i R
dn:i
h:T (\A"); ii
[hT (\A. "); ii]

..
.
hA; ii
hT (\A")  A; ii Ii R
hT (\T (\A")  A"); i + 1i up:i hT (\T (\A")  A")  T (\A"); i + 1i E
i+1
hT (\A"); i + 1i

The restriction on Rup:i determines the restrictions on the corresponding bridge rules.
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(b0) Homogeneization of the premisses and conclusion: In an MR system the same
w at di erent levels has di erent meanings. Thus a statement involving w s
at multiple levels, cannot be directly translated into an equivalent statement
about the corresponding modal logic. In order to translate
hi(\A"); j i `MS hA; ii
(65)
in modal logic we have to \lift up" the conclusion to the same language of the
assumption, obtaining
hi(\A"); j i `MS hi (\A"); j i
(66)
But in this process the information on the interaction between the i-theory
and the j - theory stated by (65) is lost. This can be summed up by saying
that, even if it is possible to prove an equivalence result between provability
in MR systems and provability in modal logics the same cannot be done for
derivability. The derivations with assumptions and conclusions in di erent
languages have no counterpart in modal logiccs.

7.4 Using Bridge Rules to Obtain Normal Modal Logics
ML systems which are equivalent to some (all) modal logics can be obtained by adding
bridge rules instead of axioms. Let us de ne the following bridge rules:
hA; ii
hA; i + 1i DB
D
i
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i
h:B (\:A"); ii i

hA; ii
hA; i + 1i B
B
i
h:T (\:A"); ii
h:B (\:A"); i + 1i Bi
hA; ii T
hA; i + 1i T B
i
hA; i + 1i
hA; ii i
hT (\A"); i + 1i 4
hB (\A"); ii 4 B
i
hT (\A"); ii
hB (\A"); i + 1i i
h:B (\A"); ii 5 B
h:T (\A"); i + 1i 5
i
h:T (\A"); ii
h:B (\A"); i + 1i i
[hB (\A"); i + 1i]
[hT (\A"); ii]
hA; i + 1i
hA; ii
B
G
i
hT (\A"); i + 1i
hB (\A"); ii Gi

Restrictions: Di and Ti have the same restriction as Rup:i. 4i and 5i are applicable only
if their consequences are Li-w s. Gi is applicable only if hA; ii does not depend of any
assumption with index i which di ers from hT (\A"); ii.
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Example 7.3 Consider the MR system MBKB, obtained by adding the axioms:
hA  B (\:B (\A")"); ii
to each theory of MBK. Consider the deduction:
hB (\?"); 1i R
h?; 0i I
dn:
2
h?; 2i
h:?; 0i 0 h:?  B (\:B (\::?")"); 0i
E0
h::?; 2i ?2 R
hB (\:B (\::?")"); 0i
R
up:2
hB (\::?"); 1i
h:B (\::?"); 1i E dn:1
1
h?; 1i ?
h:B (\?"); 1i 1

(64)

(64) is the translation (via (:)MK2MBK ) of deduction (57) on page 63. It is a proof of
h:B (\?"); 1i. Again the translation of :B (\?") is not a theorem of KB. This is due
to the fact that the 1-theory has a theory on the top of it, which is the 0-theory. On the
other hand the 0-theory of MBKB is equivalent to KB because, it is the higher theory.
We end this subsection with a general remark on the equivalence between MR systems
and modal logics.

Remark 7.5 The two main features of MR systems which are not shared by modal
logics can be summarized as follows:

(a) MR systems allow multiple theories. As a consequence the same w in di erent
theories has di erent meanings.
(b) MR systems allow derivations that span di erent theories. In particular assumptions in one theory may in uence deductions in other theories.
Multiple theories and derivations with assumptions and conclusions in distinct languages
have an epistemological signi cance.
Although provability in MR systems is embeddable into provability in normal modal
logics, MR systems are more expressive than modal logics. Indeed the structure hI; i of
the languages allows for a more ne grained formalization, which is lost when collapsing
the languages into a unique amalgamated modal language. The loss of expressivity is
due to two main facts directly connected with points (a) and (b) above.
(a0) Elimination of the structural information: In a equivalence statement such
as that of theorem 7.1 the existential quanti cation over the set I makes it
impossible in S to distinguish the case in which hA; ii is provable in MS from
the case in which hA; j i is provable in MS, for some i 6= j . Analogously in the
equivalence statement of the form; \`S A if and only if forall i 2 I `MS hA; ii",
the universal quanti cation over I , makes it impossible to distinguish the case
in which hA; ii is not provable in MS from the case in which hA; j i is not
provable in MS, for some i 6= j .
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Theorem 7.7 (Axioms vs. Assumptions) Let A be an Li -w and B an Lj -w ,

then:

(i) If i  j : `MBK+hB; ji hA; ii if and only if hB; j i `MK hA; ii;
(ii) If i < j : `MBK+hB; ji hA; ii if and only if hT i?j (\B "); ii `MK hA; ii.

Proof The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding theorem of MBK, theorem

6.1 on page 55.
Q.E.D.
Let (:) and (:)++ be two mappings from each language Li of MBK to L(2). They
behave the same as (:) and (:)+, except that but 2 is mapped into B .

Theorem 7.8 For any normal modal logic KS1 : : :Sn , `KS1 : : :Sn A if and only if `MBKS1 : : :Sn
hA; 0i.
Proof Suppose that `MBKS1 : : :Sn hA; 0i; by compactness let be a nite subset of the

characteristic axioms of MBKS1 : : :Sn such that:

`MBK+ hA; 0i

(58)

By the MBK version of theorem 7.7
0`

MBK

hA; 0i

where 0 = fhB j (\C "); 0i : hC; j i 2 g. Notice that each element of
to 0. By theorem 7.6, there exists an i such that:
0B `
T MBK

hABT ; ii

(59)
0

has index equal
(60)

By the equivalence between K and MK, (theorem 7.1 on page 60) we have that:
 0B +  B +
`K AT
(61)
T
which implies that:
and for the de nition of (:)++

 +

`KS1 : : :Sn ABT

(62)

`KS1 : : :Sn A++

(63)
Viceversa: Notice that the 0-theory contains the translation under (:) of the axioms
of KS1 : : :Sn and is closed under the derivability conditions of `KS1 : : :Sn .
Q.E.D.

Remark 7.4 Theorem 7.8 does not hold, in general, for the theories distinct from the
0-theory. Consider the following example.
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Let us de ne the operator (:)MK2MBK, that maps MK deductions into MBK deductions.
Intuitively (:)MK2MBK substitutes the predicate T with B , reverses the indexes of the
occurrences of a deduction. The dual operation is performed by its inverse (:)MBK2MK.

De nition 7.5 For any deduction  in MK with maximum index i0, the formula tree
()MK2MBK in MBK is obtained by replacing every occurrence hA; ii in  with hATB ; i0 ?
ii. For any deduction  in MBK with maximum index i0, the formula tree ()MBK2MK
is obtained by replacing every occurrence hA; ii in  with hABT ; i0 ? ii.
Example 7.2 An example on how (:)MK2MBK works, is as follows:
0hT (\T (\p")"); 2i
1MK2MBK hB(\B(\p")"); 0i
BB hT (\p"); 1i Rdn:1 hT (\q"); 1i
CC
hB (\p"); 1i Rdn:0 hB (\q"); 1i
R
R
Rdn:1
Rdn:1
BB hp; 0i dn:0
dn:1C
=
h
q;
0
i
h
p;
2
i
h
q;
2
i
C
B@
C
hp ^ q; 0i R ^I0 A
hp ^ q; 2i R ^I2
hT (\p ^ q"); 1i

up:0

hB (\p ^ q"); 1i

up:1

Lemma 7.3 If  is a deduction in MK of hA; ii depending on ? and i0 is the greatest
index of the occurrences of , then ()MK2MBK is a deduction in MBK of hATB ; i0 ? ii
depending on ?0 ; where ?0 = fhBBT ; i0 ? j i : hB; j i 2 ?g.
If  is a deduction in MBK of hA; ii depending on ? and i0 is the greatest index of the
occurrences of , then ()MBK2MK is a deduction in MK of hABT ; i0 ? ii depending on
?0; where ?0 = fhBTB ; i0 ? j i : hB; j i 2 ?g.
Proof The proof is a straightforward induction on the complexity of .
Q.E.D.
Theorem 7.6 (MK and MBK) For any set G [ fAg of Li-w s, hG; ii `MK hA; ii if
and only if hGTB ; 0i `MBK hATB ; 0i.
Proof Let  be a weak normal deduction of hA; ii depending on hG0; iihG; ii. For
the sublevel property (theorem 4.3 on page 31) the maximum index of  is i. By lemma
7.3, MK2MBK is a deduction of hATB ; 0i depending of hG0TB ; 0i. We conclude that
hGTB ; 0i `MBK hATB ; 0i. For the opposite direction we proceed in the same way applying
(:)MBK2MK instead of (:)MK2MBK.

Q.E.D.

De nition 7.6 (MBKS1 : : :Sn) For each modal system KS1 : : :Sn, MBKS1 : : :Sn is an

MR system based on MBK such that:
MBKS1 : : :Sn = MBK + hS1+ ; 1i + : : : + hSn+ ; 1i + hS1+ ; 2i + : : : + hSn+ ; 2i + : : :
where for each 1  k  n, hSk ; ii is the translation of the schema Sk , restricted to the
language Li .

In order to prove the equivalence theorem between MR systems based on MBK and
modal logics, we adopt the same methodology as in the case of MK. We rst state a
theorem which allows us to translate axioms of MBKS1 : : :Sn into assumpions on MBK.
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Remark 7.1 As property (47) does not hold for all normal modal systems. theorem 7.4

is not applicable to all normal modal systems. Let us understand the role of property
(47) in the proof of theorem 7.4.
Property (47) is exploited in the very last step of the proof to delete the i0 ? i boxes in
front of the formula A. Such a step is useless, if the maximum index i0 of the axioms
in is i. In other words if we do not use any axioms on the upper theory to prove a
theorem at level i. i = i0 and (54) becomes:
`KS1 : : :Sn A+
(56)
and, the application of (47) is not necessary.
This means that the theorem should be provable for an MR system in which there exists
at least one theory which does not have any other upper theory. This is indeed the case
for MBK (de nition 3.4 on page 18) and its theory labeled with 0. We state this fact
formally in the next subsection
Example 7.1 Consider the following proof of h:T (\?"); ii in the MR system MKB
hT (\?"); ii R
h?; i + 1i I
dn:i
?
1
h?; i ? 1i ?
h:?; i + 1i i+1 h:?  T (\:T (\::?")"); i + 1i E
i+1
h::?; i ? 1i Ri?1
hT (\:T (\::?")"); i + 1i
R
hT (\::?"); ii up:i?1
h:T (\::?"); ii E dn:i
i
h?; ii ?
h:T (\?"); ii i

(57)

The translation of :T (\?") is not a theorem of KB, hence the two systems are not
equivalent. Notice that in the proof (57), we use an axiom at level i + 1; i.e. h:? 
T (\:T (\::?")"); i + 1i.
Remark 7.2 From the previous remark we can conclude that the sublevel property
does not hold for the MR systems MKB, MK5, MKD5, MK45, MKD45 and MKB4. In
fact in each of these systems, we have theorems at some level which are provable only
by using axioms at a higher level.
Remark 7.3 The systems based on MK proposed so far, are characterized by the fact
that the axioms are homogeneously added to all the levels. In other words: an axiom A is
added to each i-theory such that A is an Li-w . These systems have corresponding modal
logics. On the other hand, there are MR systems based on MK, which can be obtained
by adding axioms in one or a speci c subset of theories (see for instance example 6.1
at the beginning of section 6. Such systems do not have any modal counterpart. The
ability to add axioms locally to theories is very important in metatheoretic theorem
proving and in modelling of propositional attitudes [GS93, GSGF92].

7.3 MK vs. MBK
The goal of this subsection is to make explicit the connection between MK and MBK.
We will show that each normal modal logic is equivalent to an MR system based on
MBK (see remark 7.1).
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Theorem 7.4 If KS1 : : :Sn is a modal system respecting property (47), then `KS1 : : :Sn A
if and only if there exists an index i such that `MKS1 : : :Sn hA; ii.
Proof Suppose that `MKS1 : : :Sn hA; ii; by corollary 6.5 on page 55, let
subset of the characteristic axioms of MKS1 : : :Sn such that:

be a nite

`MK+ hA; ii

(48)

Let i0 be the greatest index of the elements in . By theorem 6.1 on page 55
0`

MK

hA; ii

(49)

where 0 = fhT i0?j (\B "); i0i : hB; j i 2 g. By shifting up the conclusion of (49) to i0
we obtain:
0 ` hT i0 ?i (\A"); i i
(50)
MK
0
By the equivalence between K and MK, (theorem 7.1 on page 60) we have that:
0+

`K 2i0 ?iA+

(51)

Since any w in is the translation, via (), of an axiom of KS1 : : :Sn and ()+ is the
inverse of (:), then for each hB; j i 2 :
and by (SC2):

`KS1 : : :Sn B +

(52)

`KS1 : : :Sn 2i0?j B +

(53)

`KS1 : : :Sn 2i0 ?i A+

(54)

From (51) and (53) by repeated applications of (CUT) we have that:
By (47) we conclude that:

`KS1 : : :Sn A+

(55)
Viceversa: Suppose that `KS1 : : :Sn A. For the same argument given at the beginning of
the proof of lemma 7.2, there exists a nite set of axioms and a nite sequence of
applications of the `K+ 's derivability property which terminates in `K+ A. Let i be
the maximum depth of the formulas involved in this sequence. Notice that the i-theory
of MKS1 : : :Sn contains the translation of the axioms in and it is closed under the
derivability conditions de ning K. This implies that hA; ii is derivable in MKS1 : : :Sn.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 7.5 ([Che80] Exercise 5.10) Property (47) does not hold for the modal
systems KB, K5, KD5, K45, KD45 and KB4.
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Notation 7.3 We write 3A as an abbreviation of :2:A.
De nition 7.3 (KS1 : : :Sn) For any n-pla of schemas S1 ; : : :;Sn in fD, B, T, 4, 5, Gg,
the modal system KS1 : : :Sn is the minimal modal system containing K and the axioms
schemas S1,: : :;Sn ; where D, B, T, 4, 5 and G are the following schemas:
D: 2A  3A
B: A  23A
T: 2A  A
4: 2A  22A
5 3A  23A
G 2(2A  A)  2A

For exhaustive descriptions of the systems containing the rst 5 schemas (D, T, B, 4
and 5) see [Che80]; for a description of KG see [Boo79, Smo85].

De nition 7.4 (MKS1 : : :Sn) For each modal system KS1 : : :Sn , MKS1 : : :Sn is an MR
system based on MK such that:
MKS1 : : :Sn = MK + hS1+ ; 1i + : : : + hSn+; 1i + hS1+ ; 2i + : : : + hSn+ ; 2i + : : :
where for each 1  k  n, hSk ; ii is the translation by (:)+ of the schema Sk , restricted
to the language Li.
We want now to prove a theorem which states that any L(2)-w A is provable in
KS1 : : :Sn if and only if there is some i 2 ! such that hA; ii is provable in MKS1 : : :Sn.
In order to state this theorem, let us rst recall the soundness property for MR systems
(proposition 3.1 on page 14). Point (i) of this proposition, instantiated to an MR system
MKS1 : : :Sn , says that:
`MKS1 : : :Sn hT (\A"); i + 1i if and only if `MKS1 : : :Sn hA; ii
This means that we can successfully state the equivalence theorem for those modal
systems which respect the following property:

`KS1 : : :Sn 2A if and only if `KS1 : : :Sn A
(47)
Theorem 7.2 ([Che80] Exercise 4.61) Property (47) holds for the modal systems K,
KD, KT, K4, KDB, KD4, KTB, KT4 and KT5.

Theorem 7.3 Property (47) holds for the modal system KG.
Proof By Solovay's completeness theorem (see [Sol70]) an L(2)-w A is provable in

KG if and only if, for every realization , A is a theorem of PA.
Hence if `KG 2A then by Solovay's completeness theorem, for each realization  `PA
Bew(dA e), which implies that `PA A and again by Solovay's completeness theorem
`KG A.
Q.E.D.
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(LM): see lemma 4.4 on page 28;
(CUT): Suppose that hG; ii `MK hA; ii and hG; j i; hA; j i `MK hB; j i. Let k = max(i; j ).
By lemma 4.6 on page 32, hG; ki `MK hA; ki and hG; ki; hA; ki `MK hB; ki. By
applying (MR{CUT) (theorem 4.1 on page 28), hG; ki `MK hB; ki.
(SB): If hG; ii `MK hA; ii, p is a propositional letter and B is an Lj -w , then hGpB ; i +
j i `MK hApB ; i + mi.
Boolean Properties: They are exactly the classical ND inference rules.
(SC2): see proposition 3.1 on page 14.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 7.1 (Equivalence of MK and K's provability relation) For any set G[
fAg of Li -w s, hG; ii `MK hA; ii if and only if G+ `K A+. For any set G [fAg of L(2)w s G `K A, if and only if there exists a nite subset G0 G and a natural number i such
that, hG0 ; ii `MK hA; ii.
Proof Trivially, by lemma 7.1 and lemma 7.2.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 7.1 For any n-pla A1; : : :; An of L(2)-w s
A1 : : : An `K A if and only if hA1; ii; : : : ; hAn; ii `MK hA; ii
where i is the maximum depth of A1 ; : : :; An and A.

7.2 Normal Modal Logics
Normal modal systems can be de ned by adding K (the minimal normal modal system)
a set of axioms. In the following we consider as examples the fteen systems presented
in [Che80], that is KD, KT, KB, K4, K5, KDB, KD4, KD5, K45, KD45, KB4, KTB,
KT4, KT5 plus the system KG presented in [Boo79].
The methodology is as follows. We provide MK with suitable families of sets of axioms
which are the translation by (:) of the modal axioms. In most of the cases we succeed
i.e. we obtain an MR system based on MK such that: \if A is provable in a normal
modal system, then hA; ii is provable in the corresponding MR system, for some index
i". In some other cases (e.g. KB) the simple addition of the translation of the axioms,
does not lead to an equivalent MR system.
We individuate a minimal condition (property (47)) under which a modal logic is translatable (by adding the translation of its axioms) in a system based on MK. However some
modal logics do not satisfy this minimal condition. Two things cause this problem: the
language structure of MK and/or the form of the equivalence statement. Remark 7.1
individuates this problem and subsection 7.3, describes a structure of languages and an
equivalence statement by which it is possible to give a general equivalence result between
modal logics and MR systems.
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Lemma 7.1 (From MK to K) For any set G [ fAg of Li -w s, if hG; ii `MK hA; ii,
then G+ `K A+.
Proof Let  be a weak normal deduction of hA; ii from hG; ii. By induction on  we
prove that G+ `K A+.
[base case] If  is hA; ii then A+ 2 G+ . By (RX) and (LM), we have that G+ `K A+ .
[step case] Suppose that  ends with the application of an i-rule i. If i is one of
^Ii; ^Ei; _Ii; _Ei; Ii and Ei then, straightforwardly, by using the induction hypothesis
and by applying the modal version of i, G+ `K A+. If i is ?i then by induction
hypothesis, G+; :A+ `K ?. In L(2), ? is not a primitive symbol, it can be seen as an
abbreviation of p^:p for some propositional letter p. By applying the boolean properties
(^E), (:E), and (RAA) we obtain that G+ `K A+ . If  ends with an application of Rup:i,
then  is of the form:
hG1; ii
hGn ; ii
1
n
hT (\A1"); ii
hT (\An"); ii
hA1; i ? 1i 0 hAn ; i ? 1i

hA; i ? 1i
hT (\A"); ii
where 0 is a deduction of hA; i ? 1i from hA1; i ? 1i; : : :S; hAn; i ? 1i and k 1  k  n
are deductions of hT (\Ak "); ii depending on hGk ; ii and 1kn (hGk ; ii)hG; ii. By the
induction hypothesis on k , we obtain that G+k `K 2A+k . By the induction hypothesis
on 0, A+1; : : :; A+n `K A+ and by (SC2), 2A+1 ; : : :; 2A+n `K 2A+. By n applications of
(CUT) and (LM), we obtain that G+ `K A+.  cannot end with an application on a
Rdn:i with premiss hT (\A"); i + 1i, as it is weak normal and no formulas with index
greater than i can occur in .

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2 (From K to MK) For any set G [ fAg of L(2)-w s, if G `K A, then
there exists a subset G0 G and a natural number i such that, hG0; ii `MK hA; ii.
Proof `K is the minimal relation closed under the properties listed in de nition 7.1. If
G `K A, then there exists a nite sequence G1 `K A1; : : :; Gn `K An such that: Gn = G,
An = A and every Gk `K Ak , is either of the form B `K B , or it is obtained by applying
one of the deduction properties of `K to one or more elements appearing before in the

sequence. It is therefore sucient to show that the translations of the K derivability
properties are preserved by MK. In general there exists no language Li containing all
the w s in G (for example when the depths of the w s in G are not upper bounded)
and so the expression hG; ii does not have any sense. This is not a serious problem, as
it is easy to verify that `K is compact, in the sense that, G `K A if and only if there exists
a nite subset G0G, such that G0 `K A. This allows us to consider only the instances
of the rules of `K involving only nite sets. In the following we show that the translation
of the derivability properties of `K are preserved by `MK .
(RX): let i = depth(A), then hA; ii `MK hA; ii.
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7.1 Modal K
Let L be a propositional language. We de ne the modal language L(2) as the minimal
set of w s containing L, closed under the usual rules for the logical connectives plus the
following rule: if A is in L(2) then 2A is in L(2). For an introduction to Modal Logic
we refer the reader to [BS84, HC72, Che80]
Following [BS84], the deducibility relation `K on L(2) is characterized by the following
properties:
Structural properties:
(RX) A `K A;
(LM) if ? `K A and ?   then  `K A;
(CUT) if ? `K C and C; ? `K A then ? `K A;
(SB) if ? `K A then ?pB `K ApB ; where
p is a propositional letter and B a L(2)-w .
Boolean properties:
(^E) if ? `K A ^ B , then ? `K A and ? `K B ;
(^I)
if ? `K A and ? `K B , then ? `K A ^ B ;
(_E) if ? `K A _ B and ?; A `K C and ?; B `K C , then ? `K C ;
(_I)
if ? `K A or ? `K B , then ? `K A _ B ;
(E) if ? `K A and ? `K A  B , then ? `K B ;
(I) if A; ? `K B , then ? `K A  B ;
(:E) if ? `K A and ? `K :A, then ? `K B ;
(:I)
if A; ? `K :A, then ? `K :A;
(RAA) if :A; ? `K A, then ? `K A;
Normal property:
(SC2) if ? `K A, then 2? `K 2A.

De nition 7.1 (Modal K) K is the minimal normal modal logic. Its derivability relation is characterized by the structural properties (RX), (LM), (CUT), (SB), by all the
boolean properties and the normal property (SC2).

De nition 7.2 The mapping (:) from L(2)-w s to Li-w s is de ned as follows:
(i) If A is a propositional constant then A = A;
(ii) (:) distributes over the propositional connectives;
(iii) (2A) = T (\A").

Notation 7.1 (:) is an isomorphism and has an inverse, (:)+.
Notation 7.2 The depth of a modal w (Li-w ) A (in symbols depth(A)) is the greatest
number of nested modal operators (T predicates) in A.
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Corollary 6.8 If i0 is the greatest index of the w s in ? [ fhA; iig, then
? `MK+ hA; ii if and only if ?; 0 `MK hA; ii
where 0 = fhT i0 ?j (\B "); j i : hB; j i 2 and i0  j g [ bi0.
Remark 6.5 Corollary 6.8 states the connection between MK and any system based

on MK with the same language. Hence we can suitably reformulate any theorem about
MK for any system based on it. In the following we propose some of them.

Corollary 6.9 MK+ + hA; ii is equivalent to MK+ + hT (\A"); i + 1i, i.e. for any
set of w s ? and any Lj -w B :

? `MK+

+ hA; ii

hB; j i if and only if ? `MK+

+ hT (\A"); i + 1i

hB; j i

Corollary 6.10 If is a nite set of w s,then there exists a natural number i and an

Li-w A such that: 6 `MK+ hA; ii.

Remark 6.6 Corollary 6.10 says that, as long as we add nitely many axioms, MK
cannot get into inconsistency. This result holds even if we add contradictory axioms.
Let us suppose we have added the w h?; ii. We will be able to derive everything in
the i-th theory and also in all the theories below it. However in the i + 1-theory we can
only derive hT (\?"); i + 1i. hT (\?"); i + 1i is an atomic w and, without any other
axioms, it does not lead to inconsistency.

Remark 6.7 In corollary 6.10, the hypothesis that the set of axioms is nite can be
relaxed by requiring that the maximum level of the axioms is nite.
Corollary 6.11 6 `MK+h?; ii h?; i + 1i.

7 ML systems vs. Modal Logics
In this section we prove that the most common normal modal logics for instance K, K4,
K45, T, S4, S5 and G are embeddable in suitable MR systems based on MK. First we give
a general introduction of the modal system K and prove the equivalence result between
K and MK. Then, we combine this result with theorem 6.1 and prove the equivalence
between some normal modal systems and their corresponding multilanguage versions.
The section ends by describing some new bridge rules which allow us to de ne the axiom
free versions of the ML systems introduced.
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(ii) If i > j : `MK+hB; ji hA; ii if and only if hT i?j (\B "); ii `MK hA; ii.

Proof If  is a proof in MK+hB; j i of hA; ii then it is a quasi-deduction of hA; ii from
hB; j i in MK. Let i0 be the maximum index of the occurrences of . We show that the
quasi-deduction:
hT i0?j (\B "); i0i R
hT i0?j?1 (\B. "); i0 ? 1i dn:i0 ?1
...
(45)
hT (\B "); j + 1i R
dn:j
(hB; j i)

hA; ii
is a deduction of hA; ii from hT i0?j (\B "); i0i. Let  be any thread of (45), then  is
either a thread of  or it is of the form

hT i0?j (\B "); i0i : : : hT (\B "); j + 1ihB; j i 0

(46)

where  0 is a thread of .
In the rst case  is open or closed since  is a deduction. In the second case we have
that, since i0 is the greatest index which appears in , the index of each occurrence
of  is lower than or equal to i0; hence  is either open or closed. By lemma 4.1 on
page 25, this implies that (45) is a deduction of hA; ii from hT i0?j (\B "); i0i. Let 0 be
the deduction obtained by pushing down (45) to the greatest level between i and j , by
means of the \pushing operator" given in de nition 4.3 on page 30. If i  j then 0 is a
deduction in MK of hA; ii from hB; j i. If i > j , then 0 is a deduction in MK of hA; ii
from hT i?j (\B "); ii.
The viceversa is provable by applying (MR{CUT) (corollary 6.3) to
`MK+hB; ji hB; j i and hB; j i `MK hA; ii
if i  j , and to
`MK+hB; ji hT i?j (\B "); ii and hT i?j (\B "); ii `MK hA; ii
if i > j .
Q.E.D.

Remark 6.3 The main technical di erence between assumptions and axioms in MK is
a consequence of the restriction on the applicability of re ection up. Thus, if hA; ii is
derived from hB; ii, then hT (\A"); i + 1i can be derived by applying re ection up only
if hB; ii is an axiom.
Remark 6.4 Theorem 6.1 essentially says that assumptions behave as axioms for all

the levels below that where they are assumed. This is why certain axioms must be lifted
up. Assumptions, to behave as axioms, must be high enough in the hierarchy of levels.
This seems to suggest that, in a sense, axioms are not necessary, in other words, that
axioms could be considered as assumptions of a metatheory at a suciently high level.
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Corollary 6.5 (Lemma 4.4 page 28) ? `MK+ hA; ii if and only if there exists a nite
set ?0 ? and a nite set 0 such that ?0 `MK+ 0 hA; ii.
Corollary 6.6 (Lemma 4.7 page 34) ?bi + n `MK+ hA; ii, if and only if ?bi + n `MK+
hT n(\A"); i + ni.
The proofs or corollaries 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 proceed the same as those of the
corresponding lemmas or theorems.

Corollary 6.7 Let ,  be any two sets of w s. For any Li -w A and Lj -w B :
(i) `MK+ + hA; ii hA; ii
(ii) if `MK+ hA; ii, then `MK+ +  hA; ii
(iii) if `MK+ hA; ii and ? `MK+ + hA; ii hB; j i then ? `MK+ +  hB; j i.
The proof is analogous to that of lemma 4.1, page 28.

Remark 6.1 In corollary 6.7, the rst precondition of property (iii), i.e. `MK+ hA; ii
requires that hA; ii is provable in MK+ . One can ask if (iii) holds even if we allow
hA; ii to be derivable from a set of hypothesis , i.e. if the following condition holds:
if  `MK+ hA; ii and ? `MK+ + hA; ii hB; j i then ; ? `MK+

+

hB; j i

(43)

It is easy to see that (43) does not hold. A counter-example is:

hA; ii `MK hA; ii and `MK+hA; ii hT (\A"); i + 1i but hA; ii6 `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i (44)
Remark 6.2 Axioms are stronger than assumptions, in the sense that what is derivable

from a set of assumptions is also derivable from the same set of axioms, but not viceversa.
As a simple example notice that

`MK+hA; ii hT (\A"); i + 1i
but

hA; ii6 `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i

This implies that a theorem for axioms corresponding to the e ective assumptions theorem (lemma 4.2 on page 27), cannot be stated.
The next theorem clari es the relationship between axioms and assumptions and gives
a criterium for transforming axioms into assumptions and viceversa.

Theorem 6.1 (Axioms vs. Assumptions) Let A be an Li -w and B an Lj -w ,
then:

(i) If i  j : `MK+hB; ji hA; ii if and only if hB; j i `MK hA; ii;
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Deductions (i) and (iii) are also deductions in MK by taking each occurrence of the axiom
hp; 0i as an assumption of the same w . However this is not the case with deductions
(ii) and (iv).

Example 6.2 Let MS be the ML system based on MK with no characteristic symbols
and the set fhp; ii : i  0g of characteristic axioms. The following properties hold:
(i) `MS hp; ii;
(ii) `MS hT (\p"); i + 1i;
(iii) hT (\p  q"); i + 1i `MS hq; ii;
(iv) hT (\p")  T (\q"); i + 1i `MS hq; ii.
The deductions of (i){(iv) can be obtained by substituting i for 0 and i + 1 for 1 in the
deductions of the previous example.
While in MS, each theory is a conservative extension of the one below, this does not
hold for MK+hp; 0i. Theorem 5.5 holds for MS and does not hold for MK+hp; 0i.
In the following we will consider only the systems based on MK where the languages are
not extended, i.e. no new symbol is introduced.

Notation 6.1 Let MS0 be the ML system based on MS, such that for each i 2 I , Li = L0i

and is the set of its characteristic axioms; then we shortly write MS0 =MS+ . We
also write MS+hA; ii instead of MS+fhA; iig.
Most of the theorems proved for MK in section 4 can be generalized to any ML system
MK+ . We summarize them below.

Corollary 6.1 (Lemma 4.1 page 25) A quasi-deduction  is a deduction in MK+ ,
if and only if, for each thread  = hA1 ; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini starting with an assumption,
(i)  is closed: i.e. hA1; i1i is discharged at hAh ; ihi and for each 1  k < h,
i1  ik , or
(ii)  is open: i.e. hA1; i1i is undischarged and for each 1  k  n, i1  ik .
Corollary 6.2 (Lemma 4.2 page 27) ? `MK+ hA; ii if and only if ?bi `MK+ hA; ii.
Corollary 6.3 (Theorem 4.1 page 28) Let be any set of w s. Then `MK+ is an
ML derivability relation and satis es the following properties:
(MR{RX) hA; ii `MK+ hA; ii.
(MR{LM) if ? `MK+ hA; ii then ?;  `MK+ hA; ii.
(MR{CUT) if ? `MK+ hA; ii and ; hA; ii `MK+ hB; j ithen ?;  `MK+ hB; j i.

Corollary 6.4 (Theorem 4.2 page 28) ?; hA; ii `MK+ hB; ii if and only if ? `MK+
hA  B; ii
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6 ML Systems Based on MK
Given a logical system S composed of a set of logical symbols, a set of logical axioms
and a set of logical rules, a theory T in S is completely speci ed by a set of symbols,
called the nonlogical symbols of T, and a set of w s, called the nonlogical axioms of T.
Analogously, given an ML system MS, we can de ne an ML system MS0 \based on" MS,
by specifying for each language a set of symbols and a set of axioms. The languages and
the sets of axioms of MS0 are obtained by adding the new symbols and axioms to the
languages and axioms of MS.
The goal of this section is to de ne and study MR systems based on MK. Some of the
basic properties of these systems can be given as a straightforward generalization of
lemmas and theorems proved for MK. Other properties are proved by transforming the
axioms of an MR system based on MK into suitable assumptions of MK (theorem 6.1)
and by applying the properties of MK.
De nition 6.1 (: : : Based on: : : ) Let MS = hfLi gi2I ; f i gi2I ; i and MS0 = hfL0i gi2I ;
f 0igi2I ; 0i two ML systems. We say that MS0 is based on MS, if and only if, for every
i 2 I , LiL0i, i 0i, and  = 0. Every element in L0i which is not in Li and
every element of 0i which is not in i is respectively a characteristic symbol and a
characteristic axiom of MS0 with respect to MS.
Example 6.1 Let MK+hp; 0i be the ML system based on MK with no characteristic
symbols and with hp; 0i as a characteristic axiom. The following properties hold:
(i) `MK+hp; 0i hp; 0i;
(ii) `MK+hp; 0i hT (\p"); 1i;
(iii) hT (\p  q"); 1i `MS+hp; 0i hq; 0i;
(iv) hT (\p")  T (\q"); 1i `MK+hp; 0i hq; 0i.
In fact:
(i)
hP; 0i
(ii)
hp; 0i Rup:0
hT (\p"); 1i
(iii)
hT (\p  q"); 1i R
hp; 0i hp  q; 0i E dn:0
0
hq; 0i
(iv)

hp; 0i

hT (\p"); 1i Rup:0 hT (\p")  T (\q"); 1i E
1
hT (\q"); 1i R
dn:0
hq; 0i
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n

hT (\D1 "); i + 1i
hT (\Dn "); i + 1i
hD1 ; ii
00
hDn ; ii

hD; ii
hT (\D"); i + 1i
Each hT (\Dk "); i + 1i, (1  k  n) is neither the consequence of an E-rule (for the subformula property) nor the consequence of an I-rule or ?-rule (because  is normal). This
means that each hT (\Dk "); i +1i is an assumption and that it belongs to hT (\G"); i +1i.
From this we conclude that hG; ii `MK' hD; ii for some hD; ii 2 hH; ii.
(ii) If hT (\D"); i + 1i is the consequence of an ?i+1, 0 is of the form:
h:T (\D")00; i + 1i

h?; i + 1i
hT (\D"); i + 1i
For the induction hypothesis on 00, there exists an element of hC; ii 2 hH; ii such that
hG; ii `MK' hC; ii.
Q.E.D.
The following corollary is a consequence of theorem 5.6

Corollary 5.2 For any Li -w A, B ;
(i) 6 `MK h:T (\B "); i + 1i;
(ii) hT (\A"); i + 1i6 `MK h:T (\B "); i + 1i.
Remark 5.9 Corollary 5.2 states that for any Li-w B , :T (\B ") is not a theorem in
i + 1 (item (i)). Furthermore :T (\B ") is not derivable from any set of assumptions
of the form T (\A"). Intuitively, the metatheories of MK are so weak that they cannot
prove the consistency of their object theory.

We conclude this section with some interesting properties of the derivability relation of
MK.
Corollary 5.3 For any set of Li-w s G [ fAg, the following are properties of `MK :
hG; i + 1i `MK hA; i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A")  T (\B "); i + 1i i
hT (\G"); i + 1i6 `MK h:T (\A"); i + 1i

hG; ii `MK hA; ii
hG; ii `MK hA; ii
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i
and hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\B "); i + 1i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i
or hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\B "); i + 1i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i
hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A  B "); i + 1i

(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
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Corollary 5.1 For each Li -w A,
`MK hA; ii if and only if there exists a j  i such that `MK hA; j i:
Remark 5.8 The combination of corollary 5.1 and the sublevel property (theorem 4.3)
provides a very positive result from a computational point of view, since it means that
the provability of an Li-w involves only the rst i-theories of the MK's hierarchy.
Theorem 5.6 Let hG; ii and hH; ii be two (possible empty) sets of Li-w s. hT (\G"); i +
1i; h:T (\H "); i + 1i `MK h?; i + 1i if and only if there exists a C 2 H such that
hG; ii `MK hC; ii.
Proof The \if" direction is trivial. For the \only if" direction, we split the proof in

two cases.

[case 1] hH; ii = ;. We prove that hT (\G"); i + 1i6 `MK h?; i + 1i. The proof is by
contradiction. Let  be a strong normal deduction of h?; i + 1i from hT (\G"); ii. The
bottom formula of  i.e., h?; i + 1i (i) cannot be the consequence of the ?i+1, (see the

restriction in de nition of remark 4.1 page 20); (ii) does not occur immediately below an
assumption of the form h:A; ii, (iii) cannot be the consequence an I-rule, (iv) cannot
be the consequence of an E-rule, its premiss would not be a subformula of any element
of hT (\G"); i + 1i [ fh?; i + 1ig. This proves that there does not exist any deduction
of h?; i + 1i from hT (\G"); i + 1i.
[case 2] hH; ii =6 ;. Let  be a strong normal deduction of h?; i +1i from hT (\G"); ii[
h:T (\H "); i + 1i. We show by induction on  that, if  a strong normal deduction of
h?; i + 1i from hT (\G"); i + 1i [ h:T (\H "); i + 1i, then there exists a hC; ii 2 hH; ii
such that hG; ii `MK hC; ii.
Let h:T (\D"); i + 1i 2 h:T (\H "); i + 1i be an undischarged assumption of . Such an
assumption must exist, as hT (\G"); i +1i6 `MK' h?; i +1i (by case 1). For the subformula
property, h:T (\D"); i + 1i is not a premiss of an I-rule, it is not a premiss of a ?i+1
and it is not the minor premiss of an E-rule. This means that h:T (\D"); i + 1i must
be the major premiss of an Ei+1 and that  is of the form:
0
h:T (\D"); i + 1i hT (\D"); i + 1i
h?; i + 1i
...
h?; i + 1i

hT (\D"); i +1i is not the consequence of an E-rule (by subformula property). Therefore
it can be (i) the consequence of an I-rule or (ii) the consequence of an ?i+1.
(i) If hT (\D"); i + 1i is the consequence of an I-rule, it is the consequence of a Rup:i. 0
is thus of the form:
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Since 0 is a strong normal proof, the subformula property holds for 0. Furthermore
the occurrences of 1 which are not in 0 are subformulas of hA1  T i1?i2 (\A2 
: : :  T in?1?in (\An  T in?i (\A")")"); i1i. Let  be the deduction of hA; ii from
hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; in i obtained by removing all the maximum formulas of 1.  is in
normal form. Notice that the reduction steps do not introduce any occurrence which
is not a subformula of some occurrences of 1, except for the occurrences of h?; j i.
This implies that any occurrence of  is a subformula of hA1  T i1?i2 (\A2  : : : 
T in?1?in (\An  T in?i (\A")")"); i1i.
Q.E.D.

Remark 5.6 Deduction (iii) of proposition 4.2 has the weak subformula property.

5.4 Consequences of the Subformula Property

Theorem 5.5 (Shifting down deductions) For any n-pla of w s hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini;
hA; ii,
hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini `MK hA; ii if and only if hA1; i1 +1i; : : : ; hAn; in +1i `MK hA; i +1i
Proof The only if direction is given by lemma 4.6 on page 32. Suppose that hA1; i1 +
1i; : : : ; hAn; in + 1i `MK hA; i + 1i. We require, without loss of generality, that i1 
i2  : : :  in  i. By theorem 5.4, let  be a normal deduction such that each of its
occurrences is a subformula of

hA1  T i1?i2 (\A2  : : :  T in?1?in (\An  T in?i(\A")")"); i1 + 1i

(35)

Since each Ak are Lik -w and A is an Li-w , (35) is an Li1 -w . For the weak subformula
property each occurrence hB; j i of  is (i) a subformula of (35) or (ii) an assumption
discharged by the application of ?j or (iii) h?; j i.
(i) Since hB; j i is a subformula of (34) which is an Li1 -w , then B is an Lj?1 -w .
(ii) if hB; j i is discharged by a ?j -rule then it is of the form h:C; j i. hC; j i is a
subformula of (34). C is an Lj?1 -w . Hence B (i.e. :C ) is an Lj?1 -w .
(iii) B is ?. If j > 0 then B is an Lj?1 -w . If i = 0 then ? is not a subformula of
(34), which means that it is not the end formula of . Let hp; 0i the formula
which occurs immediately below h?; 0i. hp; 0i cannot be a subformula of (34)
which contradicts the fact that  is normal. This means that j > 0.
Let 0 be the tree obtained by substituting each occurrence hB; j i of  with hB; j ? 1i.
Analogously to what done in the proof of lemma 4.6 we can prove that 0 is a deduction
of hA; ii from hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini
Q.E.D.

Remark 5.7 Theorem 5.5 con rms what we have anticipated in section 4 (remark 4.11
page 33). Theorem 5.5 implies that each i + 1-theory is indeed a conservative extension
of the i-theory.
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have any interest as hG; ii are not e ective assumptions, hence `MK hA; j i).
For the subformula property (theorem 5.3) there exists a deduction , whose
occurrences which are not discharged by a ?k , are subformulas either of an
element of hG; ii or of hT i?j (\A"); ii. This means that the following deduction:
hG; ii

hT i?j (\A"); ii R
hT i?j?1 (\A. "); i ? 1i dn:i?1
...
hT (\A"); j + 1i Rdn:j
hA; j i
is a deduction of hA; j i from hG; ii, which satis es conjecture 5.1.
On the other hand conjecture 5.1 does not hold for deduction (iii) of proposition 4.2 on
page 23.
Despite of the counter-example (iii) of proposition 4.2, we can prove a weaker result by
transforming any deduction between di erent levels into an equivalent deduction which
starts and terminates at the same level, and by applying the subformula property.

Theorem 5.4 (Weak subformula property) Let hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; inihA; ii be an
(n+1)-tupla of w s with i1  i2  : : :  in  i, such that hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini `MK
hA; ii. Then there exists a normal deduction  such that: every occurrence in  is a
subformula of hA1  T i1?i2 (\A2  : : : T in?1?in (\An  T in?i (\A")")"); i1i, except for the
assumptions discharged by an application of the ?-rule, and the occurrences of the form
h?; j i occurring immediately below an assumption.
Proof If hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini `MK hA; ii, then by deduction theorem (theorem 4.2 page

28) and lemma 4.7 page 34 we have that:

`MK hA1  T i1?i2 (\A2  : : :  T in?1?in (\An  T in?i(\A")")"); i1i

(34)
Let 0 be a strong normal proof of (34). Let 1 the (possibly not normal) deduction
built as follows:
0

hA1 ; i1 i hA1  T i1 ?i2 (\A2  : : :  T in?1 ?in (\An  T in ?i (\A")")"); i1 + 1i E
i1
hT i1 ?i2 (\A2  : : :  T in?1 ?in (\An  T in ?i (\A")")"); i1i R
hT i1 ?i2 ?1(\A2  : : :  T in?1 ?in.(\An  T in ?i (\A")")"); i1 ? 1i dn:i1 ?1
hAn ; ini

..
.

hT in ?i (\.A"); in i

hAn  T in ?i(\A"); in i

..
.
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii

Ein
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the assumptions discharged by an application of the ?-rule, and the occurrences of the
form h?; j i occurring immediately below an assumption.

Proof For any branch in a normal deduction we de ne its order as follows. The main

branches have order 0. A branch that ends with a formula occurrence that is a minimum
premiss of an E-rule, whose maximum premiss belongs to a branch with order n, has
order n + 1.
Let  be a normal deduction of hA; ii from hG; ii. Let = hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini be a
branch with order n and hAh; ihi its minimum formula. Each occurrence in the I-part
of is a subformula of the last formula of , hAn; in i. hAn; ini is the minor premiss of
an E-rule; hence it is a subformula of the major premiss that belongs to a branch with
order n ? 1. We conclude that each occurrence of the I-part of a branch of order n is a
subformula of an occurrence in a branch of order n ? 1.
Each occurrence in the E-part is a subformula of hA1; i1i and
(i) if hA1; i1i is undischarged, then it belongs to hG; ii;
(ii) if hA1; i1i is discharged by an application of an Ii1 , then it is a subformula of
a formula occurring in the I-part of or in a branch with order less than n;
(iii) if hA1; i1i is discharged by an application ?i1 -rule then it is the major premiss
of an E-rule and the minimum formula hAh; ihi is the consequence (which is
equal to h?; ih i). This means that no other occurrences are in the E-part.
Q.E.D.
The previous theorem states the subformula property for deductions that start and end
at the same level. As stressed before, the subformula property doesn't hold in the general
case. Nevertheless we think that the following weaker results holds.

Conjecture 5.1 Let ? [ fhA; iig be a nite set of w s and i0 its greatest index. If
? `MK hA; ii, then there exists a normal deduction  such that: every occurrence in
 is a subformula of hT i0?j (\C "); i0i, for some hC; j i 2 ? [ fhA; iig, except for the
assumptions discharged by an application of the ?-rule, and the occurrences of the form
h?; j i occurring immediately below an assumption.
Example 5.5 There are several examples in favour of this conjecture.
(a) conjecture 5.1 holds for deduction (32), namely
h?; i + 1i
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
(b) Conjecture 5.1 holds for deductions which start at a level j and terminate
at level i, with i 6= j . Namely if hG; ii `MK hA; j i and i 6= j . If i  j
then hG; ii `MK hT i?j (\A"); ii by lemma 4.7 (the case with i < j does not
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w s of the form h:T (\A"); ii on which the h?; ii that occurs immediately
above hT (\A"); ii depends. Take N as the maximum of the dd(h:T (\A"); ii)
associated to the elements of this set.
(iv) dd(h:T (\A"); ii) = 0 i it is not the major premiss of an Ei.
(v) dd(h:T (\A"); ii) = dd(hT (\A"); ii), where hT (\A"); ii is the minor premiss
of the Ei.
Let MAX() = IE () [ FT() be the set of maximum formulas in . Let dd() be
the maximum dependency degree of the elements of MAX() which are of the form
hT (\A"); ii or h:T (\A"); ii. Let m() be the maximum complexity of the w s in
MAX(). Let n() be the number of occurrences of complexity equal to m() in
MAX(). For any two deductions 1, 2 we say that, 1 MAX 2 if and only if (i) or
(ii) or (iii):
(i) dd(1) > dd(2);
(ii) dd(1) = dd(2) and m(1) > m(2);
(iii) dd(1) = dd(2) and m(1) = m(2) and n(1) > n(2).
Note that, if n is the dependency degree of the maximum formula removed by the ?T reduction, then the maximum formulas introduced have dependency degree less than n
and are of the form h:T (\A"); ii. Furthermore the dependency degree of the maximum
formulas introduced by a -reduction (in order to remove h:T (\A"); ii) is less than
or equal to the dependency degree of h:T (\A"); ii. This ensures that, if 1 and 2
are the deductions respectively at the beginning and at the end of the iteration, then
1 MAX 2. Therefore the termination of NORMALIZER is guaranteed.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.5 (Branch Shape in Strong Normal Deductions) Let  be a strong normal deduction in MK0 and = hA1 ; i1i; : : : ; hAn ; ini a branch of . Then there is a
formula occurrence hAh ; ih i in , called the minimum formula of , that separates two
(possible empty) parts of , called the E-part and the I-part of , with the following
properties:

(i) each hAk ; ik i in the E-part (i.e., k < h) is a premiss of an E-rule;
(ii) hAh ; ihi, provided that h 6= n is the premiss of an I-rule or of a ?-rule;
(iii) each hAk ; ik i, in the I-part, except the last one, (i.e., h < k < n) is the premiss
of an I-rule.

Proof Since  is strong normal, then it is normal. By lemma 5.3 let hAh; ihi be the
minimum formula of a branch . Since no occurrence that is a consequence of ?-rule
and a premiss of Rdn: occurs in , the E-part of is composed of one subE-part which

is the E-part itself. Items (i), (ii) and (iii) of lemma 5.5 correspond at items (iii), (v)
and (vi) of lemma 5.3 respectively.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.3 (Subformula Property) Every formula occurrence in a normal deduction of hA; ii from hG; ii is a subformula of an element of hG; ii [ fhA; iig, except for
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procedure: NORMALIZER
begin


0 ;

while (IE () [ FT() 6= ;)
begin
while (IE () =6 ;)
 IE-reduction();
while (FT() =6 ;)

end;
return();

? -reduction();
T

end.

IE-reduction() is the result of the application of one of the reduction steps in the proof
of lemma 5.1 to .
? -reduction() is the result of the application of ? -reduction to .
T
T
Figure 9: Algorithm for normalizing deductions
is strictly lower than m(), and removes the occurrence of FT() of complexity m(),
that is hT (\B "); j + 1i.
Q.E.D.
We nally compose lemma 5.1 and lemma 5.4 to state a sucient condition for the
existence of a normal form.

Theorem 5.2 (Existence of a Strong Normal Form) If hG; ii `MK hA; ii, then
there exists a strong normal deduction of hA; ii from hG; ii.
Proof By lemma 5.2, let 0 be a deduction in which the consequences of ?-rules
are atomic. We apply the algorithm NORMALIZER described in gure 9 to 0. If
NORMALIZER terminates, then it returns a strong normal deduction of hA; ii from
hG; ii.

We need to prove the termination of NORMALIZER. We know from lemma 5.1 and
lemma 5.4 that the two internal loops terminate. We show that the external loop
terminates by de ning a well founded relation on deductions.
The dependency degree of an occurrence of the form hT (\A"); ii or h:T (\A"); ii, denoted
by dd(hT (\A"); ii) and dd(h:T (\A"); ii) respectively, is de ned as follows:

(i) dd(hT (\A"); ii) = 0 i it is not the consequence of an ?i-rule;
(ii) dd(hT (\A"); ii) = 0 i the h?; ii that occurs immediately above hT (\A"); ii
does not depend on h:T (\A"); ii;
(iii) dd(hT (\A"); ii) = 1+N i the h?; ii that occurs immediately above hT (\A"); ii
depends on h:T (\A"); ii. N is computed as follows. Consider the set of
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Remark 5.5 Deductions that start and end at the same level form a very general
class. This class contains the proofs of all the formulas which are the translations of the
theorems of the modal logic K (see section 7).

Lemma 5.4 If hG; ii `MK' hA; ii, then there exists a deduction with no occurrences that
are consequences of a ?-rule and premisses of a Rdn: -rule.
Proof Let  be a weak normal deduction of hA; ii from hG; ii (see theorem 4.3 page

31). Remember that the indexes of the w s occurring in a weak normal deduction are
lower than the maximum index among those of the assumptions and the conclusion.
We de ne FT() as the set of occurrences of  that are consequences of a ?-rule and
premisses of Rdn:. For any occurrence hT (\B "); j + 1i of FT(), i is greater than j (for
the sublevel property). This implies that there exists at least an application of Rup:j
occurring below the application of Rdn:j to hT (\B "); j + 1i. Let hT (\C "); j + 1i be
the consequence of the rst application of a Rup:j in a thread from hT (\B "); j + 1i to
the end formula hA; ii.  is of the form shown in the left side of picture (33). We can
de ne a ?T -reduction which transforms  in the deduction 0, shown in the right side of
the same picture. Notice that in 0 the awkward occurrence hT (\B "); j + 1i has been
removed.
? -reduction
T

h:T (\B "); j + 1i
1
h?; j + 1i
hT (\B "); j + 1i
hB; j i
2
hC; j i
hT (\C "); j + 1i
3

hT (\B "); j + 1i
hB; j i
2
hC; j i
hT (\C "); j + 1i h:T (\C "); j + 1i
h?; j + 1i
(h:T (\B "); j + 1i)
1
h?; j + 1i
hT (\C "); j + 1i

(33)

3

As usual, let us de ne a well founded ordering on deductions and let us show that the
? -reduction generates deductions which are lower in the ordering. Let m() be the
T
maximum complexity of the elements of FT(). Let n() be the number of occurrences
of complexity equal to m() in FT(). For any two deductions 1, 2 we say that,
1 FT 2 if and only if:
(i) m(1) > m(2) or
(ii) m(1) = m(2) and n(1) > n(2).
Let 0 be obtained by applying the ?T -reduction to . Suppose that hT (\B "); j + 1i is
the lowest most complex occurrence of FT(). Then  FT 0. Indeed the ?T -reduction
duplicates only the elements of FT() occurring below hT (\B "); j +1i, whose complexity
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(a) Give a weaker notion of subformula. The modi ed notion should be such that,
normal deductions (in particular (32)) possess it. In order to make (32) have
the subformula property, we have to add to de nition 5.6 the following fact:
\hT (\A"); i + 1i is a subformula of hA; ii". We reject this as a w would
have in nite subformulas. It does not satisfy the intuition that a formula is
constructed from its subformulas.
(b) Give a stronger notion of normal deduction. In this case we give up the fact
that every deduction (e.g., (32)) is reducible in normal form. We will follow
this direction and give a sucient condition for the existence of a normal form.
(c) Modify the rules of MK in order to obtain an equivalent system with the subformula property. Counter-example (32) gives us an insight for a new (admissible)
rule that could be added to MK, i.e., for any j  i:
h?; ii ?
hA; j i MK
This possibility is not explored in this paper.

De nition 5.7 (Weak Maximum Formula) An occurrence hA; ii in a deduction is
a weak maximum formula if and only if it satis es one of the two conditions:
(i) hA; ii is the consequence of an I-rule and the major premiss of an E-rule;
(ii) hA; ii is the consequence of a ?-rule and the major premiss of an E-rule.

De nition 5.8 (Strong Normal Form) A deduction is in strong normal form, (or it
is strongly normal) if and only if it does not contain any weak maximum formula.

Remark 5.2 Notice that a maximum formula (de nition 5.2) is a weak maximum for-

mula, and, consequently, that a strong normal deduction is a normal deduction.

Remark 5.3 A deduction in the i-theory, i.e. a deduction that contains only applications of i-rules, is in strong normal form if and only if it is in normal form. The strong
normal form di ers from the normal form only as far as the applications of the bridge
rules are concerned.

Remark 5.4 Not all the deductions of MK can be reduced to a strong normal form. For
example deduction (32) is not reducible to such a form. In general if h?; i +1i `MK hA; ii
and h?; i + 1i is a \necessary" hypothesis (i.e.6 `MK hA; ii), then there exists no strong
normal deduction of hA; ii from h?; i +1i. Indeed any deduction of hA; ii form h?; i +1i
contains at least one occurrence of the form hT (\B "); i +1i that is the premiss of a Rdn:
(the only rule that enables one to change level). The problem is that hT (\B "); i + 1i is
neither a subformula of h?; i + 1i nor of hA; ii.
A sucient condition for the existence of a strong normal form is that conclusion and
undischarged assumptions belong to the same level. This does not mean that we consider
deductions within a single level, it means only that these deductions start and end at
the same level.
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Let us consider item (vi). Let hA; ii be any occurrence in the I-part. It is not the
premiss of an E-rule. If it is the premiss of a ?-rule, then it cannot be the consequence
of an I-rule and it cannot be the consequence of a ?-rule (see restriction on the ?-rule
in remark 4.1). Therefore it is the consequence of an E-rule, which means that it is the
minimum formula hAh; ihi. This contradicts the fact that it occurs in the I-part. We
can conclude that hA; ii is either the last occurrence of the I-part or the premiss of an
I-rule.
Q.E.D.

5.3 The Subformula Property
In the single language case, a w A is said to be a subformula of another w B if and
only if A occurs in B . The formal de nition of subformula is given recursively on the w
structure. An intuitive interpretation of the subformula relation is that A is a subformula
of B , if and only if, following the inductive de nition of w s, before constructing B you
have to construct A. In de nition 5.6 we extend this intuitive idea to the formulas of
MK.

De nition 5.6 (Subformula)
(i) hA; ii is a subformula of hA; ii;
(ii) hA; ii is a subformula of hB  C; ii, hB ^ C; ii, hB _ C; ii if hA; ii is subformula
of hB; ii or hC; ii;
(iii) hA; ii is a subformula of hT (\B "); j + 1i if hA; ii is subformula of hB; j i;
(iv) nothing else is a subformula.

Remark 5.1 In the classical natural deduction system C0 [Pra65] the subformula prop-

erty holds under very general hypotheses. This means that all the occurrences of a
normal deduction are subformulas of the assumptions or of the conclusion except for
the assumptions discharged by the application of a ?c. The presence of multiple levels
makes the subformula property more complex to state. Indeed, while in classical ND,
lemma 5.2 page 38 ensures that the consequence of a ?-rule is not a premiss of an E-rule,
in MK this is not always the case. Indeed atomic formulas of the form T (\A") can be
the premiss of an E-rule (i.e., Rdn: ). For example consider the following deduction:
h?; i + 1i
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
(32)
dn:i
hA; ii

(32) does not possess the subformula property, as hT (\A"); i + 1i is not a subformula
of either h?; i + 1i or hA; ii 1.
In order to prove a subformula property we have three choices (at least):
1 This counter-example is due to Alex Simpson.
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(v) the minimum formula hAh; ihi provided that k 6= n is the premiss of a ?-rule
or of an I -rule;
(vi) every occurrence in the I-part, but the last, is the premiss of an I-rule.
Figure 8 shows the form of a branch in a normal deduction. An example is given below.

Example 5.4 Consider the deduction:

hA; i + 2i h:A; i + 2i E
i+2
h?; i + 2i
?i+2
hT (\B ^ T (\C  D")"); i + 2i R
hB ^ T (\C  D"); i + 1i ^E dn:i+1
i+1
hT (\C  D"); i + 1i
Rdn:i
hC; ii
hC  D; ii

E
i
hD; ii
R
up:i
hT (\D"); i + 1i

(31)

the parts of the main branch of deduction (31) are shown in the following picture:
 h:A; i + 2i
subE0 -part =
; i + 2i
8 h?
h
T
; i + 2i
>
< hB(\^BT ^(\TC(\CD")D; i")")
+
1
subE1 -part = > hT (\C  D"); i + 1i i
: hC  D; ii
minimum formula =  hD; ii
I-part = hT (\D"); i + 1i
Notice that a subE-part can contain formulas of di erent layers.

Proof (lemma 5.3) In a branch the applications of E-rules and ?-rules precede all
the applications of I-rules. Indeed if this were not the case, as the consequence of an
I-rule cannot be the premiss of an ?-rule, then there should be an occurrence that is

the consequence of an I-rule and major premiss of an E-rule, which contradicts the fact
that  is normal.
Let hAh; ihi be the rst occurrence in that is the premiss of an I-rule, if it exists,
otherwise let hAh; ihi be hAn ; ini. Let hAh; ih i be the minimum formula. Let the E-part
of be the subpart of which starts with hA1; i1i and ends with hAh?1 ; ih?1i. Let the
I-part of be the subpart of which starts with hAh+1; ih+1i and ends with hAn ; ini.
Let hAk1 ; ik1 i; : : : ; hAkm ; ikm i be all the occurrences of the E-part of which are consequences of a ?-rule and premisses of a Rdn:-rule (see gure 8). Let the subE-parts be
the subparts of the E-part separated by these occurrences. (Each subE-part, but the
rst one, begins with an hAkj ; ikj i).
Items (i), (ii) and (iv) are veri ed by the choice of the subE-parts.
Let us consider item (iii). Let hA; ii be any occurrence of a subE-part. It is not the
premiss of an I-rule. If it is the premiss of a ?-rule, then the consequence is either the
premiss of an I-rule and hA; ii is the minimum formula, or the premiss of an Rdn: and
hA; ii is the last occurrence of the subE-part.
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assumption

hA1 ; i1 i

subE0 -part

..
.

h?; ik1 i ?
hT (\C1"); ik1 i Rik1
hC1 ; ik1 ? 1i dn:ik1 ?1

hAk1 ; ik1 i
..
.

subE1 -part

h?; ik2 i ?
hT (\C2"); ik2 i Rik2
hC2 ; ik2 ? 1i dn:ik2 ?1

hAk2 ; ik2 i

subE2 -part
..
.

..
.
subEm?1 -part

h?; ikm i
?
hT (\Cm "); ikm i Rikm
hCm ; ikm ? 1i dn:ikm

hAkm ; ikm i

subEn -part

minimum formula

8 introductions
>
>
<
I-part > bottom formula
>
: or minor premiss
of an E

..
.

hAh ; ih i
..
.

hAn ; in i

ik1 > ik2 > : : : > ikm > ih  in

.

Figure 8: Form of a branch = hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini in a normal deduction
(i) The E-part is either empty or composed of m + 1 not empty subE-parts, for
some natural number m  0;
(ii) each subE-part, but the rst, begins with a premiss of a Rdn: ;
(iii) each occurrence of the subE-parts, but the last, is a major premiss of an E-rule;
(iv) each subE-part, but the last, ends with a premiss of a ?-rule;
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5.2 The Form of Normal Deductions
In this section we study the form of normal deductions in MK0. We then prove some
important results like for instance, the holding of the subformula property.
De nition 5.4 (Branch) Let = hA1; i1i; : : :; hAn ; ini be the initial part of a thread
 in a deduction . We say that is a branch of  if and only if it satis es one of the
following two conditions:
(i) hAn ; ini is the rst formula occurrence of  , that is the minor premiss of an
application of an Ein ;
(ii) hAn ; ini is the last formula occurrence of  and no minor premiss of an application of an E occurs in .
A branch which satis es condition (ii) is called the main branch.

Example 5.3 The branches of the deduction:

hT (\A  C "); i + 1i R
hA ^ B; ii ^E
dn:i
hA  C; ii
hA; ii E i
i
h:C; ii E
hC; ii
i
h?; ii
h:(A ^ B ); ii ?i
h:C; ii ^I
i
h:(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii I
i
h:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii
hT (\:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C "); i + 1i Rup:i

are:

1

and

1=

h:C; ii
h?; ii
h:(A ^ B ); ii
h:(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii
h:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii
hT (\:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C "); i + 1i

2=

h:C; ii
h:(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii
h:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C; ii
hT (\:C  :(A ^ B ) ^ :C "); i + 1i

3=

hT (\A  C "); i + 1i
hA  C; ii
hC; ii

4=

hA ^ B; ii
hA; ii

2

(30)

are the main branches of (30).

De nition 5.5 (Part and subpart of a thread) A part (or subpart)  of a thread
 0 is a sequence of occurrences of  0 such that there exist two (possible empty) parts 1
and 2 such that  0 = 12.
Lemma 5.3 (Branch shape) Let  be a normal deduction and = hA1; i1i; hA2; i2i;
: : : ; hAn; ini a branch of . Then there exists an occurrence hAh; ihi in , called
minimum formula of , which separates two possible empty parts of , called the E-part
(hA1 ; i1i; : : : ; hAh?1 ; ih?1 i) and the I-part (hAh+1 ; ih+1 i; : : : ; hAn; in i) of , with the
following properties:
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hC ^ D; j i ^Ej
hC ^ D; j i ^Ej
h:C; j i hC; j i Ej h:D; j i hD; j i Ej
h?; j i
h?; j i

I
j
(h:(C ^ D); j i)
(h:(C ^ D); j i) Ij
(28)
1
1
h?; j i ?
h?; j i ?
i
hC; ii
hD; ii ^Ii
j
fhC ^ D; j ig

h:(C ^ D); j i
1
h?; j i
hC ^ D; j i
2

2

?
 -reduction

h:(C  D); j i
1
h?; j i
hC  D; j i
2

hC; j i hC  D; j i
hD; j i
h:D; j i
h?; j i
(h:(C  D); j i)
1
h?; j i
hD; j i
hC  D; j i

(29)

2

Let m() be the maximum complexity of the elements of FN(). Let n() be the
number of occurrences of maximum complexity in FN(). For any two deductions 1,
2 we say that, 1 FN 2 if and only if
(i) m(1) > m(2) or
(ii) m(1) = m(2) and n(1) > n(2).
We prove that the application of the reduction steps (28) and (29) to a deduction ,
returns a deduction 0 such that  FN 0. The proof can be carried out analogously
to the proof of lemma 5.1.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.1 (Existence of a Normal Deduction) If ? `MK0 hA; ii, then there exists a normal deduction of hA; ii from ? in MK0 .
Proof By lemma 5.2, let  be a deduction in which all the consequences of a ?-rule are

atomic. By applying lemma 5.1 to , we obtain a deduction 0 in which any consequence
of an I-rule is not the major premiss of an E-rule. Since the reduction steps de ned in
the proof of lemma 5.1 do not introduce non atomic consequences of ?-rules, we can
conclude that 0 is normal.
Q.E.D.
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(iii) the complexity of T (\A"), is 1 plus the complexity of A.
Let m() be the maximum complexity of the elements of IE (). Let n() be the number
of occurrences of maximum complexity in IE (). For any two deductions 1, 2 we say
that 1 IE 2 if and only if
(i) m(1) > m(2) or
(ii) m(1) = m(2) and n(1) > n(2).
First of all, notice that the reduction steps (24){(27) involve the subdeduction that
occurs above the maximum formulas. This justi es the following. Among the elements
of IE () with the same highest complexity, choose the hB; j i such that no elements of
IE () with the same complexity occur above it in . Let 0 be the deduction obtained
by applying the relative reduction step to . If hB; j i is the only occurrence of IE ()
with the maximum complexity, then m() > m(0). In fact the reduction steps do not
introduce any occurrence with complexity greater than or equal to m(). This implies
that  IE 0. If there are other occurrences in IE () with the same complexity as
hB; j i, then they occur below hB; j i, and are not duplicated by any application of a
reduction step. The reduction steps do not introduce any new occurrence with the same
complexity as B and remove hB; j i. Therefore m() = m(0) and n() > n(0), which
implies that  IE 0.
Q.E.D.
By lemma 5.1, any deduction in MK can be reduced in a form where each consequence
of an I-rule is not the major premiss of an E-rule. This is not yet the normal form of
de nition 5.3, as lemma 5.1 does not consider those occurrences that are consequences
of the ?-rule and major premisses of an E-rule. The ? rule is very peculiar. Its
antisymmetrical behavior, has devastating e ects for the existence of a normal form and
we need a special treatment for it. First, let us consider the ML system MK0 obtained
from MK by excluding the rule for introduction and elimination of the connective _.
If we de ne A _ B as :A  B , then MK0 is equivalent to MK. The following lemma
introduces a stronger form for deductions in MK0, where the consequences of the ?-rule
are atomic. This implies that they cannot be major a premiss of an E-rule di erent from
Rdn: .

Lemma 5.2 If ? `MK0 hA; ii then there exists a deduction in which the consequences of
the ?-rule are atomic.
Proof Let  be a deduction of hA; ii from ?. We de ne FN() as the set of the non
atomic consequences of a ?-rule in . For any element of FN() of the form C ^ D or
C  D,  is of the form showed in the left side of picture (28) and (29), respectively.
By applying the respective reduction steps we obtain a new deduction 0, showed in the
right side of each picture, in which the consequence of the ?-rule has been simpli ed.
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1
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hC; j i hD; j i ^I
hC ^ D; j i ^E j
hC; j i j
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1

fhC; j ig
3

(24)

3
is a deduction of hA; ii from ?. Indeed hC; j i in 0 depends on a subset of the
assumptions of hC; j i in .
_ -reduction:
1
1
hC; j i _Ij [hC;2j i] [hD;3j i]
(hC; j i)
hE; j i hE; j i _E
hC _ D; j i
(25)
2
j

fh
E;
j
ig
hE; j i
4
4
0 is a deduction of hA; ii from ?. Indeed by lemma 4.3, hE; j i in 0 depends on a
subset of the assumptions of hE; j i in . The symmetrical versions of the ^-reduction
and of the _-reduction, (when the consequence of ^Ei is hD; ii and the premiss of the
_Ii is hD; ii respectively) are de ned analogously.
 -reduction:
[hC; j i]
2
1
(
h
C;
j i)
hD; j i Ij 2
(26)
1
hC; j i Ej
hC  D; j i
fh
D;
j
ig
hD; j i
3
3
0 is a deduction of hA; ii from ?. Indeed by lemma 4.3 the occurrence hD; j i in 0,
depends on a subset of the assumptions of hD; j i in .
T -reduction:
1
hC; j i
1
up:j
hT (\C "); j + 1i R
fh
C;
j ig
(27)
R
dn:j


2
hC; j i
2
0 is a deduction of hA; ii from ?.
We have to show that repeated applications of the above reduction steps converge to a
deduction without occurrences which are consequences of an I-rule and maximum premisses of an E-rule. We do this by de ning a well founded ordering between deductions
and by showing that the application of a reduction step always generates a deduction
at a lower level. Let us de ne the complexity of a formula as follows:
0

(i) the complexity of p 2 P and ? is 0;
(ii) the complexity of A ^ B , A _ B and A  B , is 1 plus the maximum complexity
of A and B ;
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De nition 5.2 (Maximum Formula) An occurrence hA; ii in a deduction is a maximum formula if and only if it satis es one of the two conditions:

(i) hA; ii is the consequence of an I-rule and the major premiss of an E-rule, or
(ii) hA; ii is the consequence of a ?-rule and the major premiss of an E-rule other
than Rdn: .

De nition 5.3 (Normal Form) A deduction is in normal form (or is normal) if and
only if it does not contain any maximum formula.

Example 5.1 The following deductions are not in normal form.
hA; ii I
hA; ii hB; ii ^I
h?; ii ?
i
h
A

A;
i
i
i
i
R
hA ^ B; ii ^E
h
A
^
B;
i
i
up:i
hT (\A  A"); i + 1i R
^Ei
i
hA; ii
h
A;
i
i
dn:i
hA  A; ii
(22:a)

(22:b)

(22:c)

As it can be seen from example 5.1, maximum formulas are associated with useless steps.
These steps can be removed.

Example 5.2 (example 5.1 continued) Deductions (22.a{c) can be reduced in normal form by removing their maximum formulas. The result is the following.

hA; ii

hA; ii I
hA  A; ii i

h?; ii ?
hA; ii i

(23:a)

(23:b)

(23:c)

Lemma 5.1 describes how to remove the maximum formulas satisfying point (i) of de nition 5.2. Lemma 5.2 decribes how to remove those satisfying point (ii).

Lemma 5.1 If ? `MK hA; ii, then there exists a deduction of hA; ii from ? with no

formula occurrence which is both the consequence of an I-rule and the major premiss of
an E-rule.

Proof Let  be a deduction of hA; ii from ?. We de ne IE () as the set of occurrences

of , that are both the consequence of an I-rule and the major premiss of an E-rule. For
any element of IE (), of the form C ^ D, C _ D, C  D or T (\C "),  is of the form
showed in the left side of pictures (24), (25), (26) and (27), respectively. By applying
the respective reduction steps we obtain a new deduction 0, showed in the right side of
each picture, in which the maximum formula has been removed.
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Lemma 4.8 (Shifting assumptions) If ?; hA; ii `MK hB; j i, then ?; hT (\A"); i + 1i
`MK hB; j i.
Proof by applying (MR{CUT) to hT (\A"); i + 1i `MK hA; ii and ?; hA; ii `MK hB; j i.
Q.E.D.

Remark 4.12 The converse of lemma 4.8 doesn't hold. A counter example is:
but:

hT (\?"); i + 1i `MK hT (\?"); i + 1i

(18)

h?; ii6 `MK hT (\?"); i + 1i

(19)
This counter example is based on the fact that shifting down the assumption hT (\?"); i+
1i of (18) causes it to be no longer e ective in (19). The cases in which an assumption
becomes une ective are not the only counter examples for the converse of lemma 4.8.
Consider for instance:

hT (\p")  T (\q"); i + 1i; hT (\p"); i + 1i `MK hq; ii
By shifting the assumptions hT (\p"); i + 1i down to hp; ii we have that:

(20)

hT (\p")  T (\q"); i + 1i; hp; ii6 `MK hq; ii

(21)
Fact (21) is not provable at this stage of the paper, we need the strong normal form result.
An intuitive argument is that in order to exploit the implication hT (\p")  T (\q"); i +1i
of (21) we have to derive hT (\p"); i + 1i from hp; ii, but this is impossible for the
restriction of Rup:i.

Remark 4.13 The shifting between layers could be easily avoided by making Li+1 not
contain Li. For instance, in MPK lemma 4.8 and lemma 4.7 hold but not lemma 4.6.

5 Normal Form for Deductions in MK
5.1 De nition and Existence of Normal Deductions

De nition 5.1 In an application hhA; ii; hA  B; ii; hB; iii of an  Ei, hA  B; ii
and hA; ii are called major premiss and minor premiss, respectively. In an application
hhA _ B; ii; hC; ii; hC; ii; hC; iii of an _Ei, hA _ B; ii and the hC; ii's are called major

premiss and minor premisses, respectively. In every other rule application each premiss
is a major premiss.

By I-rule we mean one of I; ^I; _I and Rup: ; by E-rule we mean one of E; ^E ; _E
and Rdn:. Rup: and Rdn: are seen as the introduction of T and the elimination of T ,
respectively. Furthermore we say that an occurrence is a premiss or the consequence of
a rule to mean that it is a premiss or the consequence of an application of that rule.
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simply by decreasing the indexes occurring in a deduction, as in the shifting up case.
Consider for example the deduction below:
hq ^ r; 1i ^E
hT (\p"); 1i
1
hq; 1i
hT (\p")  T (\p"); 1i ^II1
(14)
hq ^ (T (\p")  T (\p")); 1i ^E 1
1
hq; 1i
(14) is a deduction of hq; 1i from hq ^ r; 1i. By decreasing of one level the indexes of its
occurrences we obtain:
hq ^ r; 0i ^E
hT (\p"); 0i
0
hq; 0i
hT (\p")  T (\p"); 0i ^II0
(15)
hq ^ (T (\p")  T (\p")); 0i ^E 0
0
hq; 0i
which is not a deduction as, for example, T (\p") is not an L0-w .
Notice that deduction (14) contains useless steps involving w s whose indexes cannot be
decreased. These occurrences can be removed, and the result is the equivalent deduction:
hq ^ r; 1i
(16)
hq; 1i
Deduction (16) can be shifted down to level 0, as its occurrences are all L0-w s. It is
possible to give a general process for removing useless steps as those in (14). For this
purpose, in section 5 we de ne a strong normal form for deductions. The strong normal
form allows, among other things, to shift a deduction down to the lowest level, de ned
on the basis of the maximal depth of the assumptions and of the end formula.

Lemma 4.7 (Shifting conclusion) ?bi + n `MK hA; ii, if and only if ?bi + n `MK hT n(\A"); i+
ni.
Proof Let  be a deduction of hA; ii from ?bi + n. By n applications of re ection up we

obtain the following quasi-deduction:
?bi + n

hA; ii
hT (\A"). ; i + 1i Rup:i
(17)
...
hT n?1(\A"); i + n ? 1i Rup:i+n?1
hT n(\A"); i + ni
(17) is a deduction of hT n (\A"); i + ni from ?bi + n. Each Rup:i+k , (0  k < n) is indeed
applicable, as the indexes of all undischarged assumptions are greater than or equal to
i + n. The viceversa is proved by applying (MR{CUT) (theorem 4.1) to hT n(\A"); i +
ni `MK hA; ii and ? `MK hT n (\A"); i + ni.
Q.E.D.
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Proof We prove by induction that, by substituting each occurrence hB; j i with hB; j +
1i, in a deduction  of hA; ii from ?, we obtain a formula tree 0 that is a deduction of
hA; i + 1i from fhB; j + 1i : hB; j i 2 ?g.
[Base case] If  is the only assumption hA; ii then hA; ii 2 ?. This implies that 0,
which is hA; i + 1i, is a deduction of hA; ii from fhB; j + 1i : hB; j i 2 ?g.
[Step case] Let  be of the form:
?n
?1
n
1
hA1; i1i : : : hAn ; ini j
hA; ii
Notice that in MK:
(a) if hhA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini; hA; iii 2 (j ) (i.e. we have an application of the inference
rule j ), then hhA1; i1 +1i; : : : ; hAn; in +1i; hA; i +1ii 2 (j+1) (i.e. it is an application
of j+1);
(b) for each 1  k  n, if hB; li 2 dk (j )( ) (i.e. hB; li is discharged by the application
of j ), then hB; l + 1i 2 dk (j+1 )( 0) (i.e. hB; l + 1i is discharged by the application
0 of j +1 );
(c) if hh?1 ; hA1; i1ii; : : : ; h?n ; hAn; iniii 62 rest(i), (i.e.  is applicable), then hh?01 ; hAn; in+
1ii; : : : ; h?0n ; hAn; in + 1iii 62 rest(i+1), (where for each 1  k  n, ?0k = fhB; j + 1i :
hB; j i 2 ?k g) (i.e. j+1 is applicable).
From the induction hypothesis the transformation of each deduction k (1  i  n),
denoted by 0k , is a deduction of hAk ; ik +1i from ?0k = fhC; j +1i : hC; j i 2 ?k g. From
facts (a), (b), and (c), we derive that 0, de ned as:
?01
?0n
01
0n
hA1; i1 + 1i : : : hAn; in + 1i j+1
hA; i + 1i
is a deduction of hA; i + 1i from fhB; j + 1i : hB; j i 2 ?g.

Q.E.D.

Remark 4.10 Lemma 4.6 states that the derivability relation `MK is monotonic with
respect to the hierarchy of theories. As it can be seen from the proof of the lemma, this
is due to the fact that each language Li is a subset of Li+1 and that the axioms and the
deductive machinery at a level are as strong as those at any previous level. If n = 0
(there are no undischarged assumptions) lemma 4.6 states that each theory at level i is
an extension (as de ned in [Sho67] page 41) of the theory at the previous level.

Remark 4.11 Any theory in MK is a conservative extension (as de ned in [Sho67]

page 41) of the theory below. This amounts to proving the converse of lemma 4.6. This
result is stated by theorem 5.5 on page 50. At this stage of the paper, we don't have
the necessary machinery to prove it. Indeed the converse of lemma 4.6 is not provable
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Proof Let  be a deduction of hA; ii depending on ?0? and
i0 the maximum index
i
i
0
0
of ?0 [ fhA; iig. By lemma 4.5,  is a deduction of hA; ii from ?0 i0 . Since i0 is the
greatest index of the elements of ?0 [ fhA; iig, we have ?0 i0 = ?0 and hA; ii i0 = hA; ii.
i
Furthermore  0 does not contain any over owing formula, i.e. it is a weak normal
deduction of hA; ii from ?.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.1 (Consistency) For any i  0, 6 `MK h?; ii.
Proof By contradiction:
let  be a proof of h?; ii. By lemma 4.5,  0 is a deduction of
with index greater than 0, no applih?; 0i. Since  0 does not contain any occurrence
0
cations of Rup:i and Rdn:i are performed in  . This means that Classical Propositional

Logic is inconsistent, which is false.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2 For any i  0, h?; ii 6`MK h?; i + 1i.
Proof By contradiction if h?; ii 6`MK h?; i + 1i, then since h?; ii is not an e ective
assumption, `MK h?; i + 1i. But this contradicts corollary 4.1.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.3 For each propositional constant p and for any i  0 6 `MK hp; ii.
Proof The same as the proof of corollary 4.1. The contradiction derives from the fact

that a propositional constant p is not provable in Classical Propositional Logic. Q.E.D.

Notation 4.4 For any set G of Li -w s, hG; ii denotes the set fhA; ii : A 2 Gg and
T (\G") denotes the set fT (\A") : A 2 Gg.
Corollary 4.4 (Non generating metatheory) hT (\G"); i + 1i `MK hT (\A"); i + 1i
if and only if hG; ii `MK hA; ii
Proof The if direction is item (ii) of proposition 3.1. For the onlyi if direction, let 
be a deduction of hT (\A"); i + 1i from hT (\G"); i + 1i. Then  is a deduction of
hT (\A"); i + 1i i = hA; ii from hT (\G"); i + 1i i = hG; ii.
Q.E.D.

4.4 Moving Deductions Across Levels
In MK, the language of the theory at a certain level contains the language of all the
theories of the previous levels. Furthermore all the theories have the same set of axioms
and the same deductive machinery. This allows deductions to be \shifted up" in the
hierarchy.

Lemma 4.6 (Shifting up deductions) If hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini `MK hA; ii, then hA1; i1+
1i; : : : ; hAn; in + 1i `MK hA; i + 1i.
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where ? = d (?1; : : :; ?n ).
By induction hypothesis, each k i0 is a deduction of hAk ; ii i0 from ? i0 . Since all levels
have the same i-rules, if is an application of i then i0 is an application either of i0
(if i > i0) or of i (if i  i0); furthermore if an assumption hB; ii of k is discharged by
, then hB; ii i0 2 ?k i0 is discharged by the application i0 . This entails that  i0 is a
deduction of hA; ii i0 from ? i0 .
If  ends with an application of a Rup:i i.e., it is of the form:
?
0
hA; ii
hT (\A"); i + 1i Rup:i
then by induction hypothesis 0 i0 is a deduction of hA; ii i0 from ? i0 .
If i < i0, then  i0 is
? ii00
0
hA; ii
hT (\A"); i + 1i Rup:i
Since Rup:i is applicable in , the indexes of the elements of ? i0 are greater than i and
i < i0; hence Rup:i is also applicable in  i0 . This implies that  i0 is a deduction of
hT (\A"); i + 1i i0 = hT (\A"); i + 1i from ? i0 .
If i  i0, then  i0 is 0 i0 , that is a deduction of hT (\A"); i + 1i i0 = hA; ii i0 from ? i0 .
If  ends with an application of a Rdn:i , then it is of the form:
?
0
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
By induction hypothesis 0 i0 is a deduction of hT (\A"); i + 1i i0 from ? i0 .
If i < i0 then  i0 is:
? ii00
0
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
that is a deduction of hA; ii i0 = hA; ii from ? i0 .
If i  i0, then  i0 is 0 i0 , that is a deduction of hA; ii i0 = hT (\A"); i + 1i i0 from ? i0 .
Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.3 (Existence of a weak normal deduction) If ? `MK hA; ii, then there

exists a weak normal deduction in MK of hA; ii from ?.
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Remark 4.9 If A is an Li -w then (A)(?n) is an Li?n -w . The operator (:)(?1) preserves
provability of its arguments but not unprovability. For instance the formula :T (\A") 
T (\:A") is not provable in MK, however (:T (\A")  T (\:A"))(?1) = :A  :A is.
The operator (:)(?n) allows us to de ne a transformation which removes all the overowing formulas from deductions. This transformation takes a proof  and a natural
number i0, and returns the deduction  i0 in which all occurrences with index greater
than i0 have been pushed down to level i0.

De nition 4.4 For any natural number i0, hA; i ii i0 is hA(i0?i); i0i if i > i0 and hA; ii
otherwise. If ? is a set of w s, ? i0 = fhA; ii 0 : hA; ii 2 ?g. If  is a deduction,
then  i0 is the formula tree obtained by substituting every occurrence hA; ii in  with
hA; ii i0 and by removing all the consequences of Rup:i and Rdn:i+1 , with i  i0.
Example 4.4 Let  be the deduction:
hp; 0i I
hp  p; 0i 0R
hT (\p  p"); 1i up:0 hT (\p  p")  T (\q"); 1i E
1
hT (\q"); 1i R
dn:0
hq; 0i
of hq; 0i from hT (\p  p")  T (\q"); 1i.  0 is the deduction:
hp; 0i I
hp  p; 0i 0 h(p  p)  q; 0i E
0
hq; 0i
of hq; 0i 0 = hq; 0i from hT (\p  p")  T (\q"); 1i 0 = h(p  p)  q; 0i.

Lemma 4.5 Let  be a deduction
of hA; ii from ?. Let i0 be any natural number. Then
i0
i0
 is a deduction of hA; ii from ? i0 .
Proof We prove by induction
that if  is a deduction of hA; ii depending on ? then
i0
i0
 is a deduction of hA; ii from ? i0 .
[base case] If  is hA; ii then hA; ii i0 is a deduction of hA; ii i0 from hA; ii i0 .
[step case] If  ends with an application = hhA1; ii; : : :; hAn ; ii; hA; iii of an i-rule,
i, then it is of the form:

?n
?1
n
1
hA1; ii  hAn; ii i
hA; ii
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4.3 The Sublevel Property
In MK the meta-theories do not contain any speci c axioms about their object theories.
It seems therefore that the only way to derive, in a meta-theory, a statement about
its object theory is by re ecting up from the object theory itself. If this is the case,
then, in order to prove a theorem inside a theory, it becomes useless to pass through its
meta-theory. In the following we formally prove the general fact that a theorem at the
level i can be proved without going to the levels above i.

De nition 4.2 (Over owing Formula, Weak Normal Form) If  is a deduction
of hA; ii from ? and i0 is the greatest index of the w s in ? [fhA; iig, then an occurrence
hB; j i in  is an over owing formula of , if and only if j > i0.  is a weak normal
deduction (is in weak normal form) if and only if it does not contain any over owing
formula.

Example 4.2 In the deduction:

hp; 0i I
hp  p; 0i 0R
hT (\p  p"); 1i up:R0
hT (\T (\p  p")"); 2i Rup:1
dn:1 hT (\p  p")  T (\q"); 1i
hT (\p  p"); 1i
E1
hT (\q"); 1i
R
dn:
0
hq; 0i

the occurrence agged with the bullet is an over owing formula.
Let us de ne an operator (:)(?1) on w s. Intuitively (:)(?1) transforms an Li+1-w into
an Li-w by removing (if there exist) the \most external" occurrences of the predicate
T.

De nition 4.3
(i) ?(?1) = ?;

(ii) p(?1) = p, if p is a propositional constant;
(iii) (:)(?1) distributes over connectives;
(iv) T (\A")(?1) = A.

Furthermore A(0) = A, and for each natural number n, (A)(?n) = ((A)(?(n?1)))(?1) .

Example 4.3 Some examples of applications of (:)(?n):
p(?1)
(T (\p ^ q") _ r)(?1)
(p ^ T (\q") ^ T (\T (\r")"))(?1)
(p ^ T (\q") ^ T (\T (\r")"))(?2)

=
=
=
=

p
(p ^ q) _ r
p ^ q ^ T (\r")
p^q^r
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Theorem 4.1 `MK is an ML-derivability relation.
Proof We prove that `MK satis es all the properties of an ML-derivability relation

(de nition 2.11, page 11).
(MR{RX) hA; ii `MK hA; ii.
(MR{LM) if ? `MK hA; ii then ?;  `MK hA; ii.
(MR{CUT) if ? `MK hA; ii and ; hA; ii `MK hB; j ithen ?;  `MK hB; j i.
(MR{RX): By de nition 2.7, for each Li -w A, hA; ii is a deduction of hA; ii depending
on hA; ii, i.e. hA; ii `MK hA; ii.
(MR{LM): By de nition 2.7, if ? `MK hA; ii then there exists a deduction of hA; ii
depending on ?0 with, ?0?? [ . This implies that ?;  `MK hA; ii.
(MR{CUT): We have two cases: i < j and i  j . If i < j , by lemma 4.2 hA; ii is
not an e ective assumption and we have that  `MK hB; j i, and by monotonicity, that
?;  `MK hB; j i. If i  j , let 1 be a deduction of hA; ii depending on ?0? and 2 a
deduction of hB; j i depending on 0; hA; ii, with 0. By lemma 4.3:

(hA; ii)
0
is a deduction of hB; j i from ?0 [ 0. By (MR{LM) we have ?;  `MK hB; j i. Q.E.D.
Remark 4.7 (MR{CUT) is stronger than (ML{CUT) (see de nition 2.11 on page 11).
In (ML{CUT) the indexes of the \cut" formula (hA; ii) and that of the conclusion are
required to be equal, while (MR{CUT) holds even if the two indexes do not coincide.
Theorem 4.2 (Deduction theorem) ?; hA; ii `MK hB; ii if and only if ? `MK hA 
B; ii
Proof If  is a deduction of hB; ii from ?; hA; ii, then
?; hA; ii

hB; ii I
hA  B; ii i
is a deduction of hA  B; ii from ?. Viceversa, since hA; ii; hA  B; ii `MK hB; ii, if
? `MK hA  B; ii, by (MR{CUT) we have ?; hA; ii `MK hB; ii.
Q.E.D.
Remark 4.8 When the assumption A and the conclusion B do not belong to the same
language i the deduction theorem does not hold, as there exists no language inside which
to express the implication of A and B .
Lemma 4.4 (Compactness) ? `MK hA; ii if and only if there exists a nite set ?0?
such that ?0 `MK hA; ii.
Proof By de nition 2.7, if ? `MK hA; ii then there exists deduction of hA; ii depending
on ?0?. From de nition 2.6 it is straightforward to prove that ?0 is nite. The other
direction is trivial.
Q.E.D.
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Lemma 4.2 (E ective assumptions) ? `MK hA; ii if and only if ?bi `MK hA; ii.
Proof Let  = hA1; i1i : : : hAn; ini be any thread from an undischarged assumption
hA1; i1i to the bottom formula hAn; ini = hA; ii. Since  is a deduction  is open,
which implies that i1  i, hence hA1; i1i 2 ?bi.
Q.E.D.
Remark 4.6 The intuitive interpretation of lemma 4.2 is that an assumption at one
level doesn't have any e ects on the upper levels. We call ?bi the subset of e ective
assumptions at level i of ?.

Notation 4.3 If  is a deduction of hA; ii and 0 is any deduction then,

(hA; ii)
(12)
0
is 0 itself if 0 does not contain any undischarged assumptions of the form hA; ii, or
is the quasi-deduction obtained by writing , without its bottom formula hA; ii, above
all the undischarged assumptions of 0 of the from hA; ii. Furthermore if hA; ii is any
top formula of 0 then

fhA; 0 iig
(13)

represents the quasi-deduction obtained by writing , without its bottom formula hA; ii,
above the top formula hA; ii.

Lemma 4.3 (Composing deductions) If  is a deduction of hA; ii depending on 
and 0 is a deduction of hB; j i depending on ?, then =(hA; ii)=0 is a deduction of
hB; j i from (? ? fhA; iig) [ .
Proof =(hA; ii)=0 is obviously a quasi-deduction. We show that it is a deduction by

showing that each of its threads is either open or closed.
If a thread  of =(hA; ii)=0 does not contain the occurrence hA; ii, then it is necessarily
a thread of 0. Since 0 is a deduction,  is open or closed.
A thread that contains the occurrence hA; ii is of the form  hA; ii 0.  hA; ii is a thread
of  and it is either open or closed. hA; ii 0 is a thread of 0 and it is open since hA; ii
is undischarged. If  is closed then  hA; ii 0 is also closed. If  hA; ii is open then the
index of each occurrence of  is lower than or equal to that of the rst formula, e.g. the
assumption hA1; i1i of  hA; ii. Since hA; ii is undischarged in , hA; ii is open and
the index of each occurrence of hA; ii is lower than or equal to i. We conclude that the
index of each occurrence of  hA; ii 0 is lower than or equal to i1. If hA1; i1i is discharged
[not discharged] in hA; ii , then we have that  hA; ii 0 is closed [open]. This ensures
that =(hA; ii)=0 is a deduction.
The undischarged assumptions of =(hA; ii)=0 are contained in the set of undischarged
assumptions of 0 except for hA; ii, union the undischarged assumptions of . This
implies that =(hA; ii)=0 is a deduction of hB; ii from (? ? fhA; iig) [ . Q.E.D.
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Remark 4.5 In order to prove lemma 4.1, it is important to notice that, if a thread 

of a quasi-deduction  is closed, then any thread  0 of a quasi-deduction 0 containing
 as sub-tree is also closed. Furthermore if  is an open thread of  and 0 is the
deduction
   
hA; ii
where  discharges the rst formula of  , then the thread  hA; ii of 0 is closed. Viceversa,
if  hA; ii is open then  is open, and if  hA; ii is closed then  is either open or closed.

Proof (of lemma 4.1) Let  be a deduction. We prove by induction on  that each
of its threads  = hA1; i1i : : : hAn; ini is either closed or open.
Let us suppose that hA1; i1i is discharged at some formula occurrence hAh ; ihi of  , with
1  h  n. Let 0 be the sub-deduction of  with top formula hAh?1 ; ih?1i and  0 the
initial part of  contained in 0, i.e. the thread of 0 such that  =  0hAh ; ihi : : : hAn ; ini.

Since 0 is a deduction, by induction  0 is open. Hence, by remark 4.5,  is closed.
Let us suppose that hA1; i1i is undischarged in . By contradiction let hB; i1 +1i be the
rst occurrence of  with index equal to ii +1. hB; i1 +1i is necessarily the consequence
of an application of an Rup:i1 . But this is impossible for the restriction of Rup:i1 . This
means that for each 1  k  n, i1  ik , i.e.  is open.
Viceversa, let  be a quasi-deduction whose threads are either closed or open. We prove
by induction that  is a deduction.
[base case] If  is hA; ii, then it is a deduction.
[step case] Let  end with an application of the rule , i.e. it is of the form:
1  n 
hA; ii
In order to prove that  is a deduction we show that (a) each k is a deduction and
that (b)  is applicable.
Let  = hA1; i1i : : : hAn ; ini be a thread of k . (a)  hA; ii is a thread of . By hypothesis
it is closed or open. If  hA; ii is closed, then by remark 4.5,  is either open or closed.
If  hA; ii is open then  is also open. Hence for the induction hypothesis, each k is a
deduction.
If  is di erent from Rup:, then, since it does not have any restriction,  is a deduction.
If  is Rup:i?1 then hA; ii is of the form hT (\B "); ii. Let  be the thread from an
undischarged assumption hA1; i1i to hT (\B "); ii.  is open by hypothesis and this
implies that i1 > i ? 1, which ensures the applicability of Rup:i?1 .
Q.E.D.
Given a set of w s ?, for each level i we can extract three subsets of ?: the subset of
w s with index less then or equal to i, written ?di, the subset of w s with index greater
than or equal to i, written ?bi, and the set of w s with index equal to i, which is the
intersection of the previous two sets.

Notation 4.2 Let ? be a set of w s. Then ?bi = fhB; j i 2 ? : j  ig and ?di = fhB; j i 2
? : j  ig. Notice that for each i, ? = ?bi [ ?di and ?bi \ ?di = (?bi)di = (?di)bi = fhB; ii 2 ?g.
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De nition 4.1 A quasi-deduction is de ned recursively as follows:
(i) hA; ii is a quasi-deduction;

(ii) if 1; : : : ; n are quasi-deductions whose end formulas are hA1; i1i; : : : ; hA; ni,
then
1 : : :  n 
hA; ii
is a quasi-deduction, if and only if hhA1 ; i1i; : : : ; hA; ni; hA; iii 2 ().

Example 4.1 Consider the following formula trees:

hT (\A"); i + 1i
hT (\B "); i + 1i
hT (\B "); i + 1i
hT (\B "); i + 1i
Rdn:i
Rdn:i
Rdn:i
Rdn:i
hA; ii
hB; ii
hB; ii
hA; ii
hB; ii
^
I
^
I
^
I
i
i
i
hA ^ B; ii
hA ^ B; ii
hA ^ B; ii
R
R
R
hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i up:i hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i up:i
hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i up:i

(11:a)

(11:b)

(11:c)

The formula tree (11.a) is not a quasi-deduction, since hhB; ii; hA ^ B; iii is not an
application of an ^Ii. The formula tree (11.b) is a quasi-deduction but not a deduction,
as the fact that hA ^ B; ii depends on hA; ii forbids the application of Rup:i . The formula
tree (11.c) is a deduction.
Let us de ne threads and undischarged assumptions inside quasi-deductions the same
as for deductions. The following lemma states a necessary and sucient condition for a
quasi-deduction to be a deduction.

Lemma 4.1 A quasi-deduction  is a deduction in MK, if and only if, for each thread
 = hA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini,
(i)  is closed: i.e. hA1; i1i is discharged at hAh ; ihi and for each 1  k < h,
i1  ik , or
(ii)  is open: i.e. hA1; i1i is undischarged and for each 1  k  n, i1  ik .
Remark 4.3 Intuitively lemma 4.1 states that, starting from an assumption and following a thread, the indexes of the formulas do not go above that of the assumption,
until the assumption has been discharged. The proof is based on the fact that Rup: is the

only rule which increases indexes and on the fact that the restriction on the applicability
of Rup: prevents the conclusion to be at a higher level than that of any undischarged
assumption.

Remark 4.4 In general a quasi-deduction contains threads which are neither open nor
closed. For example the thread hA; iihA ^ B; iihT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i of deduction (11.b)
in the previous example, is neither open nor closed.

Notation 4.1 For any thread 1 = hA1; i1i : : : hAn ; ini, 2 = hB1; j1i : : : hBm ; jm i, the
notation 12 stands for the thread hA1; i1i : : : hAn; inihB1 ; j1i : : : hBm; jm i.
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(ii)

hT (\A"); i + 1i
hT (\B "); i + 1i
Rdn:i
Rdn:i
hA; ii
hB; ii
_
I
_
I
hA _ B; ii i R
hA _ B; ii i R
up:i
hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i
hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i _Eup:i
i+1 hA; ii hA  C; ii
hB; ii hB  C; ii
hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i R
Ei
dn:i
hA _ B; ii
hC; ii
hC; ii _E Ei
i
hC; ii

(iii)

h:T (\A"); i + 1i h:T (\A")  T (\B "); i + 1i E
i+1
hT (\B "); i + 1i
Rdn:i
hB; ii

I
h:A  B; ii i R
hT (\:A  B "); i + 1i up:ih:T (\:A  B "); i + 1i E
i+1
h?; i + 1i ?
i
+1
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
dn:I h:A; ii
hA; ii
E1
h?; ii ?
hB; ii i I
h:A  B; ii i R
hT (\:A  B "); i + 1i up:i h:T (\:A  B "); i + 1i E
i+1
h?; i + 1i
?
hT (\:A  B "); i + 1i Ri+1
dn:i h:A; ii
h:A  B; ii
Ei
hB; ii

Q.E.D.

4.2 Some Basic Proof Theory
We are now ready to develop some elementary proof theory. In order to do so, we need to
introduce a number of operations for composing, decomposing and, in general, handling
deductions. In general, the result of any transformation on a deduction is a formula tree.
We give a necessary and sucient condition for this formula tree to be a deduction.
Notice that, for a formula tree to be a deduction the following two conditions must be
satis ed:
 each node (which is not a leaf) of the formula tree must be the consequence of an
application of a rule in MK, whose premises are the nodes occurring immediately
above that node;
 all the rule applications must be allowed.
Formula trees that satisfy the rst condition are called quasi-deductions. Similarly to
deductions, quasi-deductions are generated starting from assumptions and axioms and
by applying inference rules. However restrictions on the applicability of inference rules
are not considered.
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hT (\A"); i + 1i
hT (\:A"); i + 1i
R
dn:i
hA; ii
h:A; ii E Rdn:i
i
h?; ii
R
up:i
h:T (\?"); i + 1i
hT (\?"); i + 1i E
i+1
h?; i + 1i
?
h:T (\:A"); i + 1i i+1 I
hT (\A")  :T (\:A"); i + 1i i+1 I
h:T (\?")  (T (\A")  :T (\:A")); i + 1i i+1

Q.E.D.
Remark 4.2 The intuition behind the above proofs is that the meta-theorems are
proved by \running" the deductive machinery of the object theory. Notice that the
meta-theory does not have any speci c axioms about the object theory.
Exercise 4.1 Let A, B be Li -w s. Then the following are theorems of MK:
(i) hT (\A")  T (\B  A"); i + 1i
(ii) hT (\:A")  T (\A  B "); i + 1i
(iii) hT (\A  B ")  (:T (\:A")  :T (\:B ")); i + 1i
(iv) h(T (\A") ^ :T (\B "))  :T (\:(A ^ :B )"); i + 1i
(v) hT (\A _ B ")  (:T (\:A") _ T (\B ")); i + 1i
(vi) h:T (\:(A  B )") _ T (\B  A"); i + 1i
(vii) h:T (\:(A  B )")  (T (\A")  :T (\:B ")); i + 1i
(viii) h(:T (\:A")  T (\B "))  T (\A  B "); i + 1i
(ix) h(:T (\:A")  T (\B "))  (:T (\:A")  :T (\:B ")); i + 1i
(x) hT (\A  B ")  ((:T (\B ")  T (\A"))  T (\B ")); i + 1i
So far we have proved properties about the MK provability relation. Let us now consider
some properties of the MK derivability relation.
Proposition 4.2 Let A, B and C be Li-w s. Then:
(i) hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i; hT (\A  C "); i + 1i; hT (\B  C "); i + 1i `MK hC; ii
(ii) hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i; hA  C; ii; hB  C; ii `MK hC; ii
(iii) h:T (\A")  T (\B "); i + 1i; h:A; ii `MK hB; ii

Proof
(i)

hT (\A"); i + 1i R hT (\A  C "); i + 1i R hT (\B "); i + 1i R hT (\B  C "); i + 1i R
dn:i
dn:i
hA; ii
hA  C; ii E dn:i
hB; ii
hB  C; ii E dn:i
i
i
hC; ii
hC; ii
R
R
hT (\C "); i + 1i up:i
hT (\C "); i + 1i _Eup:i
hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i
i+1
hT (\C "); i + 1i R
dn:i
hC; ii
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hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i
hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i
R
dn:i
hA ^ B; ii ^E
hA ^ B; ii ^E Rdn:i
i
i
hA; ii
hB; ii
Rup:i
Rup:i
hT (\A"); i + 1i
hT (\B "); i + 1i ^I
i+1
hT (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i

Ii+1
hT (\A ^ B ")  T (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i
hT (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i ^E
hT (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i ^E
i+1
i+1
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
hT (\B "); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA; ii
hB; ii ^I dn:i
i
hA ^ B; ii
R
hT (\A ^ B "); i + 1i up:i I
hT (\A") ^ T (\B ")  T (\A ^ B "); i + 1i i+1
hT (\A"); i + 1i R
hT (\B "); i + 1i R
dn:i
dn:i
hA; ii
hB; ii
hA _ B; ii _Ii R
hA _ B; ii _Ii R
up:i
hT (\A") _ T (\B "); i + 1i hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i
hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i _Eup:i
i+1
hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i

I
hT (\A") _ T (\B ")  T (\A _ B "); i + 1i i+1

(iv)
hT (\A  C ") ^ T (\B  C "); i + 1i ^E hT (\A  C ") ^ T (\B  C "); i + 1i ^E
i+1
i+1
hT (\A  C "); i + 1i R
hT (\A  C "); i + 1i R
dn:i
dn:i
hA  C; ii
hB  C; ii
hA; ii
hB; ii
hT (\A _ B "); i + 1i R
Ei
Ei
dn:i
hA _ B; ii
hC; ii
hC; ii
_
E
i
hC; ii
R
up:i
hT (\C "); i + 1i
hT (\A  C ") ^ T (\B  C ")  T (\C "); i + 1i Ii+1 I
hT (\A _ B ")  (T (\A  C ") ^ T (\B  C ")  T (\C ")); i + 1i i+1

(v)

hT (\?"); i + 1i R
dn:i
h?; ii
?
i
hA; ii
R
hT (\A"); i + 1i up:i I
hT (\?")  T (\A"); i + 1i i+1
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[hA; ii]
hB; ii I
hA  B; ii i

hA; ii hA  B; ii E
i
hB; ii
hA; ii hB; ii ^I
hA ^ B; ii hA ^ B; ii ^E
i
i
hA ^ B; ii
hA; ii hB; ii
[hA; ii] [hB; ii]
hA; ii hB; ii _I hA _ B; ii hC; ii hC; ii _E
i
hA _ B; ii hA _ B; ii i
hC; ii
[h:A; ii]
h?; ii ?
hA; ii i
hA; ii

hT (\A"); i + 1i R
R
up:i
dn:i
hT (\A"); i + 1i
hA; ii
Restrictions: Rup:i can be applied only if the index of every undischarged assumption hA; ii depends on, is strictly greater than i. ?i can be applied if A
is not of the form ?.

4.1 Some Basic Properties

Proposition 4.1 Let A; B and C be any Li-w s. Then (i){(vi) are theorems of MK.
(i) hT (\A  B ")  (T (\A")  T (\B ")); i + 1i
(ii) hT (\A ^ B ")  T (\A") ^ T (\B "); i + 1i
(iii) hT (\A") _ T (\B ")  T (\A _ B "); i + 1i
(iv) hT (\A _ B ")  (T (\A  C ") ^ T (\B  C ")  T (\C ")); i + 1i
(v) hT (\?")  T (\A"); i + 1i
(vi) h:T (\?")  (T (\A")  :T (\:A")); i + 1i

Proof
(i)

hT (\A"); i + 1i R
hT (\A  B "); i + 1i R
dn:i
hA  B; ii
hA; ii E dn:i
i
hB; ii
R
hT (\B "); i + 1i up:iI
hT (\A")  T (\B "); i + 1i i+1 I
hT (\A  B ")  (T (\A")  T (\B ")); i + 1i i+1
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Figure 7: Structure and languages of MBK(n)

4 The MR system MK
In this section we concentrate on MK. The results presented in this section can be
suitably generalized with a relatively minor e ort to any MR system.
The following remark makes explicit the de nition of MK given in the previous section.

Remark 4.1 Let P be a set of propositional constants, MK = hfLi gi2! ; f igi2!; i, is

such that:

(i) each language Li is the smallest set closed under (a){(f ):
(a) ? is an atomic Li-w ;
(b) if p 2 P then p is an atomic Li -w ;
(c) if A is an atomic Li -w then it is an Li-w ;
(d) if A; B are Li -w s then A  B; A ^ B; A _ B are Li-w s;
(e) if A is an Li-w then \A" is an Li+1 -term;
(f) if t is an Li+1-term then T (t) is an atomic Li+1-w .
(ii) i = ; for all i 2 !;
(iii)  contains, for each language Li the set of classical ND rules, plus Rup: and
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Figure 6: Structure and languages of MK(n)

Remark 3.9 In MK(n) all the meta-theories are identical. Namely
`MK(n) hA; iaki if and only if `MK(n) hA; iahi
for each i 2 A and ak ; ah 2 A. Furthermore
hT (\A"); iak i `MK(n) hT (\A"); iahi
This makes MK(n) not very interesting. More interesting versions of MK(n) can be
obtained by considering partial metatheories, i.e. metatheories which partially describe
the derivability relation of their object theory.

Example 3.6 (MBK(n)) MBK(n) is the basic system for the representation of multiagent beliefs [GS93, GS91, GSGF92]. The idea underlying the formalization of multiagent belief is that there is a set of agents A = fa1; a2 : : : ang, who have beliefs about the
world, beliefs about their own beliefs and beliefs about the other agents' beliefs. The
basic structure of MBK(n) is reported in gure 7.

De nition 3.7 (MBK(n)) Let A = fa1; a2; : : :; ang be a set of n symbols (agents),
and A the set of nite (possible empty) sequences of symbols in A. Let  2 A denote
the empty sequence. Let L be a propositional language and S = fSi gi2I a family of
formal systems. Then MBK(n) is the MR system MS such that:
(i) I is the set A;
(ii) iak  i, for each i 2 I and ak 2 A;
(iii) iak is Bk for each i 2 I and ak 2 A;
(iv) Si = CL.
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Figure 5: Structures and languages of MK and MBK

Example 3.4 (MBK) MBK is the basic ML system for the representation of beliefs
[GS91, GSGF92, GS92]. The idea underlying the formalization of belief is that there is
an agent a who has beliefs about the world and beliefs about its own beliefs. Given a
proposition A about the state of the world, B (\A") means that A itself is believed by a
or, in other words, that A holds in a's view of the world. Similarly B (\B (\A")") means
that B (\A") is believed by a, i.e. A holds in a's view of its beliefs of the world, and
so on. In MBK each view is modeled as a theory with its own language. MBK's basic
structure is reported in gure 5.

De nition 3.5 (MBK) MBK is de ned the same as MK except that  and the predicates i are de ned as follows:
(iii) i + 1  i for all i 2 !;
(iv) i is B ;

Example 3.5 (MK(n)) MK can de actually generalized to consider the case where
each theory has multiple metatheories (see gure 6).

De nition 3.6 (MK(n)) Let A = fa1; a2; : : :; ang be a set of n symbols (metaviews),
and A the set of nite (possible empty) sequences of symbols in A. Let  2 A denote
the empty sequence. Let L be a propositional language and S = fSi gi2I a family of
formal systems. Then MK(n) is the MR system MS such that:
(i) I is the set A;
(ii) i  iak for each i 2 I and ak 2 A;
(iii) i is T for each i 2 I ;
(iv) Si = CL for each i 2 I .
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Figure 4: Structures and languages of MPK
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

I is the set ! of natural numbers;
i  i + 1 for all i 2 !;
i is T(;
0;
Si = CCL ifif ii =
> 0;
;

Example 3.3 (MK) MK is the MR system studied in detail in this paper. Analogously

to MPK, MK is an ML system for the formalization of metatheoretic reasoning [GS93,
GT92, GT91]. Indeed MK is the same as MPK except for the fact that the language
of each metatheory contains the language of its object theory. Hence in MK, if the
language of the theory i is L, then the language of its metatheory (i.e. the (i + 1)
theory) is L [ T (\L") (see gure 5).

De nition 3.4 (MK) Let L be a propositional language, and S = fSigi2I a family of
formal systems. Then MK is the MR system MS such that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

I is the set ! of the natural numbers;
i  i + 1 for all i 2 !;
i is T ;
Si = CL.

Remark 3.8 In de nition 3.4, LiLi+1. Certain results, like the equivalence with

modal logics, are more easily formalizable under this hypothesis. The results for MK can
be suitable specialized to the case with smaller languages. [GSS92] presented a version
of MK with Li 6 Li+1.
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(i) for each i 2 I , L0i is the minimal language such that:
(a) Li L0i;
(b) if A 2 Li and i  j , then \A" is a constant symbol of Lj ;
(c) if i  j , then i is a unary predicate symbol of Lj ;
(d) L0i is closed under the formation rules of Li;
(ii) 0i = i;
(iii)  contains for each i 2 I the multi-language version of the rules i with index
i, and the bridge rules Rup:i and Rdn:i for each j 2 I such that i  j .

Remark 3.6 In general, combining ND systems in an MR system causes the addition
of new symbols (e.g. i, \A") to the languages of the ND systems. If the axioms i

of a ND system Si are schemata (rather than being sets), then the axioms 0i (i.e. the
corresponding axioms in the ML system) are the schemata i applied to L0i. The same
argument applies to the deductive machinery.

Remark 3.7 De nition 3.2 states that an MR system can be de ned by specifying:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

a non empty set I ;
the relation  on I ;
a unary predicate i for each i 2 I ;
For each i 2 I a formal system Si = hL; ; i, where L is a (possibly empty)
rst order language.

We conclude this section with the de nition of some signi cative examples of MR systems, that is MPK, MK, MBK, MK(n) and MBK(n).

Notation 3.2 Let CL be the classical natural deduction system (see [Pra65]) on a (subset of a) rst order language L. Let C; be the classical natural deduction system on the
language without any nonlogical symbol.
Example 3.2 (MPK) MPK is the basic propositional system for the formalization

of theorem proving with metatheories [GT92, GT91]. In metatheoretic reasoning, one
usually starts with the object theory and then de nes its metatheory, its metametatheory
and so on. Analogously, in MPK (see gure 4), the bottom theory, labeled with 0, is
any object theory with language L, the theory labeled with 1 is its simplest metatheory,
the theory labeled with 2 is its simplest metametatheory and so on. The simplest
metatheory of an object theory with language L, is a theory with the minimal linguistic
and axiomatic requirements. The language of such a metatheory is T (\L"), that is the
propositional language whose only atomic w s are fT (\A") : A is an L-w g. Its set of
axioms is the empty set.

De nition 3.3 (MPK) Let L be a propositional language and S = fSigi2I a family of
formal systems. Then MPK is the MR system MS such that:
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Figure 3: Structure of hS ; i

Example 3.1 Let S = fS1; S2; S3g be a set of ND systems such that:
S1 = hL1; 1; 1i
S2 = hL2; 2; 2i
S3 = hL3; 3; 3i
and  a binary relation on f1; 2; 3g such that:
13
23
The structure of the ordered set hS ; i of ND systems is shown in gure 3.
The MR system MS = hfL0igi2f1;2;3g; f 0igi2f1;2;3g; 0i generated from the family hS ; i
has the same structure as that reported in gure 3 and is such that:

(a) L01 = L1, L02 = L2 and L03 contains L3, the names for the L1-w s and L2-w s
and the predicates 1 and 2.
(b) 0i is the same as i.
(c) The deductive machinery 0 contains, for each i 2 f1; 2; 3g, the multi-language
version of the rules in i with index i and the bridge rules:
hA; 1i Rup:1 hA; 2i Rup:2 h1(\A"); 3i R h2(\A"); 3i R
dn:1
dn:2
h1(\A"); 3i
h2(\A"); 3i
hA; 2i
hA; 2i
MS inherits properties from the source ND systems. For instance the following hold:
If A `S1 B then hA; 1i `MS hB; 1i
If A `S1 B then h1(\A"); 3i `MS h1(\B "); 3i

(9)
(10)

Generalizing the previous example, we give the following de nition.

De nition 3.2 (MR system generated from a family of ND systems) Let S =
fSi = hLi ; i; iigi2I a (at worst countable) family of rst order ND systems, and
 a relation on I satisfying condition (iii) of de nition 3.1. The MR system MS =
hfL0i gi2I ; f 0igi2I ; i is de ned as follows:
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they respect conditions (5) and (6). In the following proposition we prove that any two
theories i and j , of any MR system such that i  j , constitute an O/M pair.

Proposition 3.1 Let MS be an MR system and i; j 2 I such that i  j , then for any
set of Li -w s G [ fA; B g:
(i) `MS hi(\A"); j i if and only if `MS hA; ii;
(ii) if hG; ii `MS hB; ii then hi (\G"); j i `MS hi(\B "); j i.
Proof (i) If `MS hi(\A"); j i, then there exists a proof  in MS of hi (\A"); j i. Applying
Rdn:i to the conclusion of  we obtain a proof of hA; ii. The viceversa is a special case
of (ii) when G = ;.
(ii) hG; ii `MS hB; ii implies that there exists a deduction  in MS of hB; ii from hG; ii.
The formula tree
hi(\C "); j i R
dn:i
(hC; ii)
(7)

hB; ii Rup:i
hi(\B "); j i
is obtained by writing hi(\C "); j i on the top of every undischarged assumption hC; ii 2
hG; ii of , and by writing hi(\B "); j i under the conclusion of . We show that the
formula tree (7) is a deduction of hi(\B "); j i from hi(\G"); j i. Every application
of Rup:k in , whose premise depends on an assumption hC; ii 2 hG; ii, is allowed in
(7). In fact, if h is the index of the consequence of Rup:k , we have that i 6+ h (for
the applicability of Rup:k in ) and i  j (by hypothesis) imply that j 6+ h, which
guarantees the applicability of Rup:k in 0. Furthermore the last application of Rup:i to
hB; ii which derives hi(\B "); j i, is allowed as j 6+ j .
Q.E.D.
Remark 3.4 MR systems are the multilanguage counterpart of normal modal logics
in the sense that their provability relations can be put in \correspondence" with the
provability relations of normal modal logics. In some cases (but not always) this correspondence amounts to an isomorphism under the \natural" mapping of a rst order
language into a modal language (theorem 7.1). In general the correspondence is an embedding of the MR's provability relation into the provability relation of modal K. In the
following sections we will be more precise. At this point it is useful to notice that, in an
MR system, for any i; j 2 I such that (i) i  j , (ii) modus ponens is admissible in i and
(iii) the fact that the deduction theorem holds in j implies that:
`MS hi (\A  B ")  (i(\A")  i(\B ")); j i
(8)
i.e. the formalization of modus ponens of j is provable in i. Under the obvious interpretation (read i(\A") as 2A), (8) is the axiom characterizing normal modal logics.

Remark 3.5 De nition 3.1 suggests a general way to build MR systems starting from a
set S of rst order ND systems and a binary relation  on them. Intuitively this requires

the transformation of each system Si into its corresponding multi-language version with
index i, and the addition to Si of j and the names of the w s of Sj , for each j  i.
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I is a not empty countable set with cardinality less than or equal to @0;
each language Li is (a subset of) a rst order language;
a recursive binary relation  is de ned on I , such that + is not re exive;
for each i; j 2 I , if i  j , then Lj contains names for all the Li -w s; i.e. for
each Li -w A there exists a Lj -term, denoted by \A", such that for each Li-w
A, \A" is recursively computable from A and for each Li-w B distinct from
A, \A" is distinct from \B ";
(v) for each i; j 2 I , if i  j , then Lj contains a unary predicate denoted by i;
(vi) the only bridge rules are, for each i; j 2 I , such that i  j ,
hA; ii R
hi(\A"); j i R
up:i
dn:i
hi(\A"); j i
hA; ii
where Rup: is applicable if and only if hA; ii does not depend from any assumption hB; ki with k + j .

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The class of all the MR systems is called MR.

Remark 3.2 Condition (i) of de nition 3.1 ensures that the set of languages is nite

or at worst enumerable; this restriction is justi ed by the fact that we want to prevent
from having in the language an uncountable set of predicates i (see request (v)). Request (ii) is justi ed mainly on pragmatic grounds. So far we have never needed more
expressiveness than that provided by a rst order language. Restriction (iii) ensures
that the relation  is computable. This guarantees that the applicability of Rup:i and
Rdn:i , is decidable.  induces an acyclic graph on I , which prevents theories from being
self-referential. (iv) and (v) are the minimal expressivity conditions under which the
language Lj can be used to provide a metatheory for the provability relation of any
object theory expressed in a language Li , see [GSS92]. Condition (vi) ensures that, for
any pair of theories i and j , such that i  j , the metatheory j is sound and closed with
respect to the derivability relation of the object theory i.

Remark 3.3 (Soundness and Closure) In the previous remark we have mentioned
the notions of soundness and closure for a metatheory with respect to the derivability
relation of an object theory. We need to be more precise about this point. Reporting
what has been argued in [GSS92], for a metatheory M to be sound, the properties of
an object theory O, expressed by theorems of M must, indeed, hold in O. In the case of
theoremhood, i becomes T and the requirement is:
`M T (\A") if and only if `O A
(5)
The closure of M on the derivability relation `O , is formalized by the following condition
(which is a generalization of the condition described in [GSS92]):
if G `O B then T (\G") `M T (\B ")
(6)
were G is a set of w s of the language of the object theory, and T (\G") is the set
fT (\A") : A 2 Gg. We say that two theories constitute an O/M pair if and only if
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(\A")
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dn:i

(\A")
6Rup:i

O

A

Figure 2: The class MR

Proposition 2.1 `Li is a derivability relation: i.e. for each set of Li-w s G [ F [ fAg:
(RX) A `Li A;
(LM) if G `Li A, then G; F `L A;
(CUT) if G `Li A and F; A `Li B , then G; F `Li B .

3 The Class MR

Informally, each member of MR has the following properties:
(a) the languages are ordered in a hierarchy;
(b) each language in the hierarchy has names for the w s of the level below;
(c) any two adjacent languages in the hierarchy, say M and O, are linked only by
two bridge rules of the form:

hA; Oi

h(\A"); M i R
R
up:
dn:
h(\A"); M i
hA; Oi
where \" is a unary predicate. Rup: is called re ection up, Rdn: re ection
down.

Figure 2 gives a graphical representation of the language structure of an MR system.

Remark 3.1 This hierarchical structure with multiple languages is somehow similar to

Tarski's [Tar36]. Intuitively, the main di erence is that here all the metatheories are
formalized and communicate via bridge rules. A very similar multi-theory version of
re ection up and re ection down was introduced in [GS89].

Notation 3.1 If  is a binary relation on a set I , then + denotes the transitive closure
of  on I ,  denotes the transitive and re exive closure of  on I .
De nition 3.1 (MR system) The ML system MS = hfLigi2I ; f igi2I ; i, is an MR
system if and only if:
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While the threads of the deduction of item (i0) of example 2.5 are:

10 = hA; 1i; hA; 3i; hB; 3i
20 = hA  B; 2i; hA  B; 3i; hB; 3i
Notice that the number of distinct threads of a deduction is the same as the number of
leaves.

De nition 2.10 (Discharged assumption) Let hA; ii be an assumption of a deduction . hA; ii is undischarged in a deduction or discharged at a certain occurrence in a
deduction, according to the following rules:

(i) hA; ii is undischarged in hA; ii
(ii) if  is
n
1
hB1; j1i : : : hBn ; jn i 
hB; j i
where = hhB1 ; j1 i; : : : ; hBn; jn i; hB; j ii and hA; ii is undischarged in k , then
hA; ii is discharged at hB; j i by if and only if it is an element of dk ()( )
(the k-th discharging function of ), otherwise hA; ii is undischarged in .
An assumption is discharged in  if and only if it is discharged at some formula occurrence of .

It is easy to see that an assumption in  is either discharged or undischarged.

Remark 2.10 Any deduction can be seen as composed of subdeductions in distinct

languages, obtained by repeated applications of i-rules, concatenated by the application
of bridge-rules.

The deductive machinery in a logic determines the derivability relation in that logic.
Since deductions in ML systems are allowed to have assumptions and conclusion in
distinct languages, a new notion of derivability relation which spans multiple languages
is necessary. The notion of derivability relation for ML systems, which is a generalization
of the single language derivability relation, is introduced by the following de nition.

De nition 2.11 (Multi-Language Derivability Relation) A Multi-Language Derivability Relation (ML-D.R.) on a family of languages L = fLigi2I is a binary relation
between sets of formulas and formulas such that:
(ML{RX) hA; ii `L hA; ii;
(ML{LM) if ? `L hA; ii, then ?;  `L hA; ii;
(ML{CUT) if ? `L hA; ii and ; hA; ii `L hB; ii, then ?;  `L hB; ii.
For each Li 2 L, `Li is the set fG `Li A : hG; ii `L hA; iig. Furthermore the i-theory is
the set fA 2 Li :`Li Ag.
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 if L1 6= L2 then ML3 is weaker than ML03;
This highlights the fact that the relation between languages in an ML system plays
a crucial role in the formalization of a problem. For example, in the formalization of
belief, we are often interested in non-omniscient agents whose reasoning capabilities are
bounded by their languages. In a single language approach,a limitation in the language
must be explicitly formalized by means of a meta-theoretic predicate or a modal operator,
whose meaning is given by a particular axiomatization (see for example the \awareness"
operator introduced by Fagin and Halpern in [FH88]). In the multi-language approach
the limitation of reasoning capabilities is directly induced by the choice of the languages.
No explicit axiomatization is needed. An in depth discussion and several examples of
ML systems for non-omniscient believers can be found in [GSGF92].

Remark 2.9 Indexes are not part of the languages of an ML system. They are, rather, a

\metanotation" useful proof-theoretically to keep track of the locality of the reasoning.
This is a key point which makes clear the di erence between ML systems and logics
where the language allows for indexed elements. Similar, but still quite di erent from ML
Systems, are Labeled Deductive Systems (LDS), introduced by D. Gabbay in [Gab90]. In
such systems an inference rule is applied to a set of Labeled formulas t1 : A1; : : : ; tn : An
and to conditions on labels (e.g. t1 < t2 < : : : < tn), and it returns a Labeled formula
t : A. Though our de nition of inference rule is quite similar, the role of indexes in
ML systems is very di erent from that of labels in LDS. In ML systems indexes encode
the metalevel information of the localization of the reasoning, while, in LDS, labels
keep track of the metalevel information of the derivation process (e.g. the number
of times an assumption is exploited, the number of steps of a deduction, the current
possible world). Furthermore, rules of inference in LDS accept both object level premises
(Labeled formulas) and metalevel premises (conditions on labels), while rules of inference
in ML systems are applied only to formulas.

De nition 2.8 (Thread) A thread of a deduction  is a sequence  = hA1; i1i; : : : hAn ; ini

such that:

(i) hA1; i1i is a top formula of ;
(ii) hAn ; ini is the bottom formula of ;
(iii) for every 1  k < n, hAk+1 ; ik+1i is a consequence of an application
hAk ; ik i is a premise of .

and

De nition 2.9 (Assumption) hA; ii is an assumption of a deduction  in MS, if and
only if, it is a top formula of  and it is not an axiom of MS.
Example 2.6 The threads of the deduction of item (i) of example 2.4 are:
1 = hA; 1i; hA; 3i
2 = hA; 2i; hA  A; 2i; hA; 3i

2 ML SYSTEMS
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De nition 2.7 (Theorem) A deduction  is a deduction in MS of hA; ii from ? if
and only if  is a deduction in MS of hA; ii depending on ? or some subset of ?.
hA; ii is derivable from ? in MS|abbreviated as ? `MS hA; ii|if and only if there is a
deduction in MS of hA; ii from ?.
A deduction of hA; ii from the empty set is a proof of hA; ii. hA; ii is provable in (a
theorem of ) MS|abbreviated as `MS hA; ii|if and only if there exists a proof in MS of
hA; ii.
Example 2.4 (Example 2.1 { continued) Let
[hA; ii]
hB; ii
hA  B; ii Ii
be an i-rule of ML3 for i = 1; 2. The following are some deductions in ML3.
(i) hA; 1i `ML3 hA; 3i, if and only if A is an L1-w , an L2-w and an L3-w ;
(ii) hA; 2i `ML3 hA; 3i: if and only if A is an L1-w , an L2-w and an L3-w .
hA; 1i I
hA; 2i I
2
1
hA; 1i hA  A; 2i MMP1;2 hA; 2i hA  A; 1i MMP
2;1
hA; 3i
hA; 3i

Example 2.5 (Example 2.2 { continued) The following are some deductions in ML03:
(i0) hA; 1i; hA  B; 2i `ML03 hB; 3i;
(ii0) hA; 2i; hA  B; 1i `ML03 hB; 3i.
hA; 1i 13 hA  B; 2i 23 hA; 2i 23 hA  B; 1i 13
hA; 3i
hA  B; 3i E hA; 3i
hA  B; 3i E
3
3
hB; 3i
hB; 3i
Remark 2.7 The systems presented in examples 2.1 and 2.2 may seem equivalent, but
they are not. It is indeed true that ML03 is stronger than ML3, as conditions (i0) and (ii0)
of example 2.5 state that the ML3's bridge rules MMP1;2 and MMP2;1 are admissible
rules of ML03. On the other hand, (i) (resp. (ii)) of example 2.4 is not generally strong
enough to state that 12 (resp. 23) is admissible in ML3. If, for example, L1 \ L2 = ;,
then MMP1;2 and MMP2;1 are never applicable, as there is no w A 2 L1 such that
A  B 2 L2 and viceversa. If L1 = L2 then ML3 is equivalent to ML03 (provided that
E3 is admissible in ML02).
Remark 2.8 In examples 2.1 and 2.2 we have two systems ML3 and ML03 composed of
three languages L1, L2 and L3 such that:

 if L1 = L2 then ML3 is equivalent to ML03;
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version of a unary ND rule . i is applicable to a premiss hA; ii depending on the set of
assumptions hG; ii, if and only if it is applicable to hA; ii depending on ? [hG; ii, for any
set of w s ? with index 6= i. Notice that the applications of the multi-language version
of a ND rule are always localized to a single index i, only involving w s belonging to
Li. Viceversa any rule which respects this property of \locality" can be described as the
multi-language version of a ND rule.

De nition 2.4 (i-rule and bridge rule) A multi-language inference rule is an i-rule

if and only if it is the multi-language version of some ND inference rule at i. A multilanguage inference rule is a bridge rule if and only if it is not an i-rule.

Remark 2.6 Notice that de nition 2.4 slightly re nes remark 2.4. In particular, the
rules which have restrictions involving formulas with index di erent from that of the
conclusion are bridge rules.

De nition 2.5 (Formula-tree) A formula-tree in an ML system MS is de ned recur-

sively as follows:

(i) hA; ii is a formula tree;
(ii) if 1 : : : n are formula trees then
(iii) nothing else is a formula tree.

1 ::: n
hA; ii

is a formula tree;

The top formulae of a formula tree  are the leaves of  and the bottom formula of 
is the root of .
Deductions are formula-trees built by starting from a nite number of assumptions and
axioms, possibly belonging to distinct languages, and by applying a nite number of
inference rules.

De nition 2.6 (Deduction ... depending on) A formula-tree is a deduction in MS
of hA; ii depending on a set of formulas according to the following rules:
(i) if hA; ii is an axiom of MS, i.e. A 2 i, then hA; ii is a deduction in MS of
hA; ii depending on the empty set;
(ii) if hA; ii is not an axiom of MS, i.e. A 62 i, then hA; ii is a deduction in MS
of hA; ii depending on fhA; iig;
(iii) if k is a deduction of hAk ; ik i depending on ?k for any (1  k  n), then
1 : : :  n 
hA; ii
is a deduction in MS of hA; ii depending on d (?1 ; : : : ?n ), if and only if:
(a) = hhA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn ; ini; hA; iii is an application of ;
(b)  is applicable i.e.: hh?1 ; hA1 ; i1ii; : : : ; h?n ; hAn ; iniii 62 rest().
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De nition 2.3 (Multi-Language version of ND inference rules) If  is an n-ary
ND inference rule, that can be described as a tuple h(); d1 (); : : : ; dn (); rest()i, then
its multi-language version with index i is i = h(i ); d1(i ); : : :; dn (i ); rest(i )i where:
(i) hhA1; ii; : : : ; hAn; iihA; iii 2 (i) if and only if hA1; : : :; An; Ai 2 ()
(ii) hB; ii 2 dk (i)(hA1; ii; : : :; hAn; ii; hA; ii) if and only if B 2 dk ()(A1; : : :; An; A).
(iii) hh?1 ; hA1; iii; : : :; h?n ; hAn; iiii 2 rest(i) if and only if hhG1 ; A1i; : : : ; hGn ; Anii 2
rest(), where Gk (1  k  n) is the set of all the w s with index i occurring
in ?k .

Example 2.3 The ND rule 9E for the elimination of the existential quanti er 9x and
the substitution of x for a parameter p (as given in [Pra65])
[Axp]
9xA B
9E
B
is a 2-ary rule which can be described as a tupla h(9E); d1(9E); d2(9E); rest(9E)i, where:

(9E)
d1(9E)(9xA; B; B )
d2(9E)(9xA; B; B )
rest(9E)

fh9xA; B; B i : for any w s A; Bg
;
fAxpg
fhhG1; 9xAi; hG2 [ fAxpg; B ii :
p occurs in G2 [ fB; 9xAgg
Its multi-language version with index i, 9Ei,
[hAxp; ii]
h9xA; ii hB; ii
9Ei
hB; ii
=
=
=
=

is de ned as h(9Ei); d1(9Ei); d2(9Ei); rest(9Ei)i where:

(9Ei) = fhh9xA; ii; hB; ii; hB; iii :
for any Li-w s A; B of Lig
d1(9Ei)(h9xA; ii; hB; ii; hB; ii) = ;
d2(9Ei)(h9xA; ii; hB; ii; hB; ii) = fhAxp; iig
rest(9Ei) = fhh?1 ; h9xA; iii; h?2 [ fhAxp; iig; hB; iiii :
p occurs in a w hC; ii 2 ?2; [fh9xA; ii; hB; iigg

Remark 2.5 Item (i) and (ii) of de nition 2.3 state that the multi-language version of
a ND rule derives and discharges the same formulas as the corresponding ND rule. Item
(iii) states that the restrictions on the applicability of the multi-language version of a
ND rule at i depend only on the w s with index equal to i. Let i be the multi-language
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Figure 1: ML3 and ML03
(i) L1, L2 and L3 are rst order languages such that L1 [ L2L3;
(ii) iLi;
(iii)  contains any set of i-rules (i = 1; 2; 3) and the following bridge rules:
hA; 1i hA  B; 2i MMP1;2 hA; 2i hA  B; 1i MMP2;1
hB; 3i
hB; 3i

(3)

A graphical representation of ML3 is given in gure 1. ML3 can be seen as modeling a
situation with three agents 1, 2, and 3. For each agent i (i = 1; 2; 3) the set of i-rules
represents i's reasoning capability. MMP1;2 and MMP2;1 represent the fact that 1 and
2 use their mutual knowledge and \communicate" the result to 3. Notice that 1 cannot
communicate anything to 3 without agreeing with 2.

Example 2.2 Let ML03 be the same as ML3 except that MMP1;2 and MMP2;1 are sub-

stituted by the following bridge rules
hA; 1i 13
hA; 3i

hA; 2i 23
hA; 3i

(4)

Similarly to above, 13 and 23 can be taken to represent the fact that 1 and 2 communicate their knowledge to 3, this time independently. The result is that 3 is the union
of 1 and 2.
As it can also be noticed from the examples above, the usual single language inference
rules can be \rewritten" into the multi-language format. Thus, for instance, the multilanguage version of
A A  B E in the language i is: hA; ii hA  B; ii Ei
B
hB; ii
A ND system can be seen as a particular case of an ML system where I is a singleton.
Moreover any family fSigi2I of ND systems can be seen as an ML system. However,
the syntax of such ND systems must be slightly modi ed by adding suitable indexes to
axioms and inference rules. For this and other reasons it is useful to de ne the notion
of multi-language version of a ND inference (deduction) rule.
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(ii) n discharging functions:
d1(); : : : ; dn () are n recursive functions where dk () : () ?! 2[i2I hLi; ii for
each 1  k  n.
(iii) an applicability restriction:
rest() is a recursive set of n-tuples of the form hh?1 ; hA1; i1ii; : : : ; h?n ; hAn; iniii
where each ?k is a set of w s.

hhA1; i1i; : : : ; hAn; ini; hA; iii is an application of  if and only if it is in ().
Remark 2.3 De nition 2.2 explicitly mentions concepts such as \discharging functions"

and \applicability restriction". These concepts are extensively used in the paper. In this
paper we consider rules whose discharging functions always return either the empty set
(no assumption is discharged), or a singleton (only the assumptions of the speci ed
formula are discharged).

Notation 2.2 Inference rules are informally written as:
hA1; i1i : : : hAn ; ini 
hA; ii

(1)

or as:

[hB1; j1i]
[hBm ; jm i]
hA1; i1i : : : hAn; ini hAn+1 ; in+1i  hAn+m ; in+m i
(2)

hA; ii
(1) represents a rule whose discharging functions return the empty set, (its applications
do not discharge any assumption). (2) represents a rule such that the rst n discharging
functions return the empty set and each dk (n < k  n + m) returns the singleton
fhBk ; jk ig. We write the assumptions discharged by dk within square brackets and put
them over the k-th premiss.

Notation 2.3 For any application of an n-ary inference rule , we write d (?1; : : : ?n),
in place of [1kn (?k ? dk ()( )). d (?1; : : : ?n ) is the set of undischarged assumptions

after the application of  to n premisses depending on ?1; : : :; ?n .

Remark 2.4 We can intuitively distinguish two kinds of inference rules:
 rules whose assumptions, premises and conclusions belong to the same language

Li. These rules, called i-rules, allow to draw consequences inside a theory;
 rules whose assumptions, premises or conclusions belong to distinct languages.
These rules, called bridge rules, allow to export results from one or more theories
to another.

Let us consider some examples of ML systems.

Example 2.1 Let ML3 be ML3 = hfLig1i3; f ig1i3 ; i where:
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2 ML Systems
The goal of this section is to brie y introduce ML systems. More detailed discussions
can be found in [Giu91, Giu92]. A formal system with multiple languages is a natural
extension of the notion of axiomatic formal system. An axiomatic formal system S is
usually described as a triple consisting of a language (which we take to be a set of well
formed formulas or w s), a set of axioms and a set of inference rules, i.e., S = hL; ; i.
The generalization is to take many languages and many sets of axioms while keeping
one set of inference rules. We thus have the following de nition:

De nition 2.1 (Multi Language System) Let I be a set of indices, fLigi2I a family
of languages and f i Ligi2I a family of sets of w s. A Multi-Language Formal System (ML System) MS is a triple hfLi gi2I ; f igi2I ; i where fLigi2I is the Family of
Languages, f igi2I is the Family of Axioms and  is the Deductive machinery of MS.
Remark 2.1 A family is a set with repetitions. fLi gi2I and f igi2I can be constructed
as the codomain of two functions fL and f , respectively, with domain I .

Remark 2.2 Two di erent w s, might have the same intuitive meaning; i.e. they are

two di erent ways of representing the same proposition. This happens also in a \onelanguage" system (A ^ B , and B ^ A can be taken as an example). In an ML system it
may also happen that two occurrences of the same w (in two distinct languages) have
di erent intuitive meanings.

Notation 2.1 For some i; j 2 I , it might be the case that Li \ Lj 6= ;. We write hA; ii
to mean A and that A is a well formed formula of Li . We say that hA; ii is a w and
that A is an Li-w . If G is a set of Li -w s for some i 2 I , hG; ii denotes the set of w s
G  fig. LI denotes the set of all w s, namely [i2I hLi; ii.
Even if de nition 2.1 is more general, allowing arbitrary formal languages and deductive
machinery, we concentrate on rst order languages and adopt a suitable modi cation of
the natural deduction (ND) formalism de ned in [Pra65].
The deductive machinery  is a set of inference rules. We de ne inference rules as a
generalization of Prawitz's ND inference rules. We describe them as complex formal
objects composed of three elements. A relation between premisses and conclusion which
states which conclusions can be drawn from a given n-tupla of premisses. n discharging
functions, one for each premiss, each computing which assumptions are discharged by
the application of the rule. A restriction relation which de nes the applicability of the
rule.

De nition 2.2 (Inference rule) An n-ary inference rule  from i1; : : : in to i, is com-

posed of:

(i) an n + 1-ary relation:
() is a recursive subset of (hLi1 ; i1i  : : :  hLin ; ini  hLi ; ii);
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1 Introduction
[Giu91, Giu92] introduce and de ne a new kind of formal systems, called MultiLanguage
systems (ML systems). ML systems are formal systems allowing multiple distinct languages, each language being associated with its own theory, and inference rules whose
premises and consequences belong to distinct languages. [GS93] ([GS92] is a shorter
version) introduces and de nes the class MR of ML systems. The members of this
class, called MR systems, are shown in [GS93] to be theoretically, representationally
and implementationally adequate as the basic propositional systems for the formalization of theorem proving with metatheories and for the representation of propositional
attitudes.
This paper is roughly divided in two parts. In the rst part we develop the proof theory
of the MR class. We concentrate on MK, one of the simplest but, at the same time,
one of the most important MR systems. The results can be easily generalized to the
other MR systems. We study the following issues:
Propagation of deductions through the languages. Deductions in ML systems span across
languages. Some of the basic properties of MK concern how whole deductions can
be moved across languages and how assumptions and conclusions can be shifted
from a language to another.
Consistency. We provide a syntactic proof of the consistency of MK, and of other MR
systems de ned as extensions of MK. We show that inconsistency in MK behaves
\unusually". For instance, it is impossible to achieve global inconsistency with a
nite set of axioms.
Normal forms. We de ne three kinds of normal form. A weak normal form involving
languages { this form minimizes the number of languages deductions go through.
A normal form and a strong normal form involving w s { these forms minimize
the complexity of the w s occurring in a deduction.

In the second part we study the relationship between MR systems and modal logics.
We prove that the set of theorems of various modal logics can be embedded, under the
standard bijective mapping between a modal and a rst order language (mapping the
modal operator into a unary predicate), into that of the corresponding MR systems.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some basic notions concerning ML
systems. Section 3 introduces the MR class, gives some important properties and de nes
some signi cative instances of MR systems. Section 4 proves some basic properties of
MK. In particular it proves the deduction theorem, the cut rule and the weak normal
form, which yields consistency. Section 5 proves the normal form, the strong normal
form, the subformula property and some consequences. Section 6 shows how new ML
systems can be de ned by enlarging languages and adding axioms. Section 7 proves
the equivalence between MK and modal K, de nes new ML systems and proves their
equivalence with various modal systems (e.g. T, K4, K45, S4, S5 and G). This section
ends with the description of the axiom free versions of the ML systems considered.
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Abstract

Multi-Language systems (ML systems) are formal systems allowing multiple
distinct logical languages. In this paper we study an important class of ML systems, called
, such that its elements, called MR systems, are composed of a
partially ordered set of rst order languages, each language containing names and
meta predicates for the language below. In the rst part we develop the proof
theory of a particular MR system called MK. The proof theoretic properties of
the other MR systems can be easily deduced from MK's. In the second part we
study the relationship between the
class and modal logics. We prove that
the set of theorems of various modal logics can be embedded, under the standard
bijective mapping between a modal and a rst order language, into that of the
corresponding MR systems.
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